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Abstract

In a multidatabase system, schematic conicts between two objects are usually of interest
only when the objects have some semantic similarity. In this paper we try to reconcile the
schematic and semantic perspectives. We propose the concept of semantic proximity, which
is essentially an abstraction/mapping between the domains of the two objects associated with
the context of comparison. The need for making explicit the meaning and use of an object
provides the motivation for explicit representation of the semantic fulcrum, i.e., the context of
comparison. A partial representation of context as a collection of contextual coordinates and
their values is proposed. The semantics of the specicity relationship between two contexts
is dened. The contexts are organized as a meet semi-lattice1. Associated operations like
the greatest lower bound (glb) of two contexts and other operations are also dened.
These operations along with the information on the type of abstractions used to relate
two object classes form the basis of a semantic taxonomy. The schematic and data conicts
between object classes are enumerated and classied. We then try to achieve the reconciliation of the semantic and schematic perspectives by discussing possible semantic similarities
between two object classes that have various types of schematic and data conicts.
We introduce a uniform formalism called schema correspondences to represent structural
similarities between the object classes. At the semantic level the intensional description of
the object classes in a database is provided by the context expressed in a description logic
like language. The schema correspondences use a modied object algebra to store mappings
from the semantic level to the actual data organization in the databases and are associated
with the respective contexts. We again try to achieve the reconciliation of the semantic
and schematic perspectives by modeling the schema correspondences as the projection of
semantic proximity with respect to (wrt) context. Changes in the context lead to changes
in the schema correspondences. An algebra to model these is also presented and explained
with the help of illustrative examples.

1 Introduction
Many organizations face the challenge of interoperating among multiple independently developed
database systems to perform critical functions. With high interconnectivity and access to many
A meet semi-lattice is a set in which there exists a partial order among the elements and for any two elements,
there exists a greatest lower bound.
1
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information sources, the primary issue in the future will not be how to eciently process the
data that is known to be relevant, but to determine which data is relevant She91b].
Three of the best known approaches to deal with multiple databases are tightly-coupled
federation, loosely-coupled federation, and interdependent data management SL90]She91a]. A
critical task in creating a tightly-coupled federation is that of schema integration (e.g., DH84]).
A critical task in accessing data in a loosely-coupled federation LA86, HM85] is to dene a view
over multiple databases or to dene a query using a multidatabase language. A critical task in
interdependent data management is to dene multidatabase interdependencies RSK91].
In performing any of these critical tasks, and hence in any approach to interoperability of database
systems, the fundamental question is that of identifying objects in dierent databases that are
semantically related, and then resolve the schematic dierences among semantically related objects.
In this paper, we are interested in reconciling the semantic and the schematic perspectives.
We characterize the degree of semantic similarity between a pair of objects using the concept
of semantic proximity SK92] which is introduced in Section 2.1 of this paper. The denition
of this concept is based on the premise that in order to capture the semantic similarity between
objects, it is essential to associate the abstractions/mappings between them with the context
in which they are being compared. Other researchers in the eld of multidatabases have also
made similar observations in principle, albeit dierent in details in ON93, SSR92, YSDK91].
This association of context with abstractions represents the rst step in achieving the reconciliation between the semantic and schematic perspectives.
The two perspectives of the semantics of an object, viz., the meaning and use of an object
are identied. We take cues from elds like linguistics, cognitive psychology, AI, Databases and
programming languages Woo85, BW85, SSR92, Tho89, BN75, MC91] and explore research in
these areas based on these two perspectives. This helps us provide a rationale for context
being the pivot of the semantic proximity between two objects. The computational benets of
a context representation in a multidatabase system are also discussed. Here we draw parallels
between AI/Knowledge-based systems and Multidatabase systems Sho91].
We have proposed a partial representation of context for semantic interoperability in multidatabase systems. This is important in order to have automatic ways of comparing and manipulating contexts. There have been attempts to represent similarity between two objects in
databases LNE89, SSR92], linguistics CMG90], text retrieval VD92] and clustering ML92].
We have abstracted out the commonality in these approaches in our proposed representation
of context as a collection of contextual coordinates and their values. Context is modeled as
an intensional description of object classes and as a collection of constraints which the object
classes must satisfy. The meaning of the contextual coordinates and their values are explained
by expressing the context in a description logic like language BS85, BBMR89].
Based on the proposed representation of context, we dene the specicity relationship between two contexts. It is also the case that two contexts may not be comparable to each other.
Thus the specicity relationship induces a partial order on the contexts. The contexts are then
organized as a meet semi-lattice where there exists a greatest lower bound between any two
contexts. A denition of the specicity relationship and the glb operation is presented. Other
operations on contexts are also dened. The semantic proximity descriptor consists of context
as the rst component and abstraction as the second component. Depending on the values
assumed by these two components, we dene a data model independent taxonomy of semantic
similarities. The possible values of the rst component can be contexts constructed using the
various operations mentioned above.
While there is a signicant amount of literature discussing schematic dierences, work on
semantic issues (e.g., Ken91]) in the database context is scarce. Classication or taxonomies
2

of schematic dierences appear in DH84, BOT86, CRE87, KLK91, KS91]. In this paper we
present what we believe is a comprehensive taxonomy of schematic conicts which subsumes most
of the taxonomies found in literature (Table 2 in Appendix A.5). However, purely schematic
considerations do not suce to determine the similarity between objects FKN91]SG89]. In this
paper we try to reconcile the two perspectives by enumerating the possible semantic similarities
between object classes and types having schematic heterogeneities.
Even though the representation of semantic better enables us to represent the similarities
between the various object classes, we also need to be able to capture structural similarities in
a mathematical formalism for reasoning on the computer. We dene the concept of schema
correspondences to capture the structural similarities between the object classes. They are
also associated with the context in which the semantic proximity is dened. We reconcile the
semantic and schematic perspectives by dening the schema correspondence as a projection of
the semantic proximity wrt context. The semantics of the projection operation are captured in
the rules of the algebra enumerated in Appendix A.3. Changes in context lead to changes in
schema correspondences. These changes are captured in an algebra dened specially for this
purpose and presented in the Appendix A.4.
The overall organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present a model to
represent semantic similarities among object classes. In Section 3 we discuss the rationale
for explicit identication and representation of context in a multidatabase environment. In
Section 4 we discuss an explicit, though partial, representation of context and operations for
reasoning about and manipulating the context representations. In Section 5 a taxonomy of the
various types of possible semantic similarities between the various object classes is presented. In
Section 6 we discuss a broad class of schematic dierences and the possible semantic similarities
between object classes having those dierences. In Section 7 we dene a uniform formalism for
representation of structural similarity. It is associated with the context and is dened as the
projection of the semantic similarity. In Section 8 we illustrate with the help of examples how
changes in context change the semantic and structural similarity between two object classes.
Conclusions and future work are presented in Section 9.

2 Semantic Similarities between Objects

In this section, we discuss the concept of semantic proximity to characterize semantic similarities between objects. A classication of semantic similarities between objects is presented
based on this concept is presented in Section 5. We distinguish between the real world, and the
model world which is a representation of the real world. It is our endeavor to capture some of
the important semantic information about the real world and represent it in the model world.
In characterizing the similarity between objects based on the semantics associated with it
we have to consider the meaning and the use of the objects (sometimes not only limited to
current, but also intended and/or future). Wood Woo85] denes semantics to be the scientic
study of the relations between signs and symbols and what they denote or mean. A complementary
perspective would be the scientic study of how signs and symbols are used. It is not possible
to completely dene what an object denotes or means in the model world SG89]. We consider
these to be aspects of real world semantics (RWS) of an object2. What constitutes meaning
is hard to dene but we can take cues from the study of semantics undertaken in philosophy,
The term \real world semantics" distinguishes from the \(model) semantics" that can be captured using the
abstractions in a semantic data model. Our denition is also intensional in nature, and di ers from the extensional
denition of Elmasri et al. ELN86] who dene RWS of an object to be the set of real world objects it represents.
2
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linguistics, cognitive psychology, articial intelligence, information systems and data modeling.
What constitutes use is identied by users, administrators and application programmers and is
often modeled as meta-information in data models. An important issue here is the environment
(viz. application, query, information system) in which the object is used. In Section 3 we take
the above mentioned perspectives on semantics to explain the rationale for representation of
context in the model world.
Attempts have been made to capture the similarity of objects by using mathematical tools
like value mappings between domains and abstractions like generalization, aggregation, etc.
However, it is our belief that the RWS of an object cannot be captured using mathematical
formalisms. We need to understand and represent more knowledge in order to capture the
semantics of the relationships between the objects. The knowledge should be able to capture
and the representation should be able to express the context of comparison of the objects
and the abstraction relating the domains of the two objects. Attempts to partially represent
such extra knowledge includes the use of meta-attributes SSR92] and building and partitioning
ontologies Guh90].
This viewpoint has been reected by the techniques and representational constructs used by
the various practitioners in the eld of multidatabases and has inuenced the model for semantic
proximity dened in Section 2.1. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we explore the above viewpoint in
detail and illustrate how the various researchers have tackled these issues in their attempts
to represent semantic similarity. Notable among them are the semantic proximity proposal
by Sheth and Kashyap SK92], the context building approach taken by Ouksel and Naiman
ON93], the context interchange approach taken by Sciore et al SSR92] and the common
concepts approach taken by Yu et al YSDK91]. A detailed discussion of these can be found
in KS95].
The term object in this paper refers to an object in a model world (i.e., a representation
or intensional denition in the model world, e.g., an object class denition in object-oriented
models) as opposed to an entity or a concept in the real world. These objects may model
information at any level of representation, viz. attribute level or entity level3.
Our emphasis is on identifying semantic similarity even when the objects have signicant
representational dierences She91b]. Semantic proximity is an attempt to characterize the degree of semantic similarity between two objects using the RWS. It provides a qualitative measure
(Section 5) to distinguish between the terms introduced in She91b], viz . semantic equivalence,
semantic relationship, semantic relevance andsemantic resemblance. Two objects can be semantically similar in one of the above four ways. Semantic equivalence is semantically closer than
semantic relationship, and so on. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

2.1 Semantic Proximity: A model for Semantic Similarity

Given two objects O1 and O2 , the semantic proximity between them is dened by the 4-tuple
given by

semPro(O1, O2)=<Context, Abstraction, (D1 , D2), (S1, S2)>

where Di is domain of Oi and Si is state of Oi .
 The rst component denotes the context in which the two objects O1 and O2 are being
compared. This context may be the same, dierent, or related in some manner to the
context(s) in which the objects O1 and O2 are dened.
Objects at the entity level can be denoted by single-place predicates P(x) and attributes can be denoted by
two-place predicates Q(x,y) SG89].
3
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The Real World
context(O1 )
Model World 1

O1

context(O2)
semPro(O1, O2)
context(O1 , O2)

O2

Model World 2

Figure 1: Semantic Proximity between two Objects
The second component identies the abstraction used to relate the domains of the objects,
O1 and O2 .
 The third component enumerates the domain denitions of the objects, O1 and O2 . The
domains may be dened by either enumerating the values as a set or by using existing
type denitions in the database.
 The fourth component enumerates the states of the objects, which are the extensions of
the objects recorded in their respective databases at a particular time.
In Figure 1 we have illustrated the denition of the semantic proximity between two objects
O1 and O2 in the database. context(O1) and context(O2 ) represent the contexts in which the
objects O1 and O2 are mapped from the real world to the model world4 . context(O1 ,O2) refers
to the context in which the objects are being compared.


2.2 Context: The semantic component

Each object has its own context. The term context in semPro refers to the context in which
a particular semantic similarity holds. This context may be related to or dierent from the
contexts in which the objects were dened. It is possible for two objects to be semantically
closer in one context than in another context. The context, provides the semantic fulcrum
of capturing and representing the object similarities. The rationale behind this viewpoint is
discussed in Section 3. Some of the alternatives for representing a context in a multidatabase
system are as follows.
 In SK92] the concept of semantic proximity is proposed to characterize semantic similarity in which the context is the primary vehicle to capture the RWS.
 In ON93], context is dened as the knowledge that is needed to reason about another
system, for the purpose of answering a query and is specied as a set of assertions.
 In SSR92], context is dened as the meaning, content, organization and properties of data
and is modeled using metadata associated with the data.
 In YSDK91] common concepts are proposed to characterize similarities between attributes in multiple databases. Cherchia and McConnell-Ginet CMG90] propose that a
concept may be considered to be the image of a function mapping contexts to propositions.
Thus a context may be implicitly represented in the functional denitions of the concepts.
4

We shall refer to these contexts as denition contexts of the respective objects later on in this paper.
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When using a well dened ontology, such as Cyc Guh90], a well dened partition (called
Microtheory) of the ontology can be assigned a context.
A context may also be associated with a database or a group of databases (e.g., the object
is dened in the context of DB1).
The relationship in which an entity participates may determine the context of the entity.
From a schema architecture (e.g., the multidatabase or federated schema architecture of
SL90]), a context can be specied in terms of an export schema (a context that is closer
to the database) or an external schema (a context that is closer to the application).
At a very elementary level, a context can be thought of as a named collection of the
domains of the Objects.
Sometimes a context can be "hard-coded" into the denition of an object. For example,
when we have the two entities EMPLOYEE and TELECOMM-EMPLOYEE, the TELECOMMUNICATIONS context is "hard-coded" in the second entity. We are interested in representing and reasoning about context as an explicit concept.

2.3 Abstractions/Mappings: The Structural Component

Abstraction here refers to the relation between the domains of the two objects. Mapping between
the domains of objects is the mathematical tool used to express the abstractions. However, since
abstractions by themselves cannot capture the semantic similarity, they have to be associated
either with the context KS93] or with extra knowledge in order to capture the RWS. Some of
the proposals are as follows.







In SK92] abstractions are dened in terms of value mappings between the domains of
objects and are associated with the context as a part of the semantic proximity (refer to
Section 2.1).
In ON93] mappings are dened between schema elements called inter schema correspondence assertions or ISCAs. A set of ISCAs under consideration dene the context for
integration of the schemas.
In SSR92] mappings called conversion functions are associated with the meta-attributes
which dene the context.
In YSDK91] the attributes are associated with "common concepts". Thus the mappings
(relationship) between the attributes are determined through the extra knowledge associated with the concepts.

Some useful and well-dened abstractions are:

Total 1-1 value mapping For every value in the domain of one object, there exists a value in

the domain of the other object and vice versa.
Partial many-one mapping In this case some values in the domain of one of the objects
might remain unmapped, or a value in one domain might be associated with many values
in another domain.
6

D1 is a subset of D2 x D3 x D4
Domain of Object(D1)

X

X

Domain of attr(D2)

Domain of attr(D4)
Domain of attr(D3)

Figure 2: Domain of an Object and it's Attributes

Generalization/Specialization One domain can generalize/specialize the other, or domains

of both the objects can be generalized/specialized to a third domain.
Aggregation One domain can be an aggregation or a collection of other domains.
Functional Dependencies The values of one domain might depend functionally on the other
domain.
ANY This is used to denote that any abstraction such as the ones dened above may be used
to dene a mapping between two objects.
NONE This is used to denote that there is no mapping dened between two semantically
related objects.
In Section 7.1, we dene the concept of schema correspondences to express the abstractions in
a uniform formalism.

2.4 Domains of the Objects

Domains refer to the sets of values from which the objects can take their values. When using an
object-oriented model, the domains of objects can be thought of as types, whereas the collections
of objects might themselves be thought of as classes. A domain can be either atomic (i.e., cannot
be decomposed any further) or composed of other atomic or composite domains. The domain
of an object can be thought of as a subset of the cross-product of the domains of the properties
of the object (Figure 2). Analogously, we can have other combinations of domains, viz. union
and intersection of domains.
An important distinction between a context and a domain should be noted. One of the ways
to specify a context is as a named collection of the domains of objects, i.e. it is associated with
a group of objects. A domain on the other hand is a property of an object and is associated
with the description of that object.

2.5 States (extensions) of the Objects

The state of an object can be thought of as an extension of an object recorded in a database
or databases. However, this extension must not be confused with the actual state of the entity
being modeled according to the Real World Semantics. Two objects having dierent extensions
can have the same state Real World Semantics (and hence be semantically equivalent).
7

3 Rationale for representing Context in the model world
The context of an object is the primary vehicle to capture the RWS of the object. The context in
which two objects are being compared and the abstraction/mapping associated helps to capture
the semantic aspect of the relationship between two objects (Figure 1). In Section 2.2, we have
identied the context as the semantic fulcrum of the semantic proximity proposed in Section 2.1.
In this section, we explicate the relationship between the real world semantics of an object in the
model world and the context in which the object is dened (or compared with another object).
We argue for the need of representing context by showing how purely structural representations
are inadequate. We also look at the semantics of an object from the perspectives of the meaning
and use of objects to justify the need for the representation of context.

3.1 Inadequacy of purely Structural Representations

It has been suggested in Sheth and Gala/Kashyap SG89]SGN93] and Fankhauser et al. FKN91]
that the ability to capture and represent the structure of an object does not help capture the
real world semantics of the object. Fankhauser et al. FKN91] suggest that it is not possible
to provide a structural and hence a mathematical denition of the complex notion of real world
semantics. Hence when one tries to capture the semantic similarities between two objects, the
existence of mappings between the domains of the objects and the similarity in their structures
is not enough to guarantee semantic similarity. This is illustrated with the help of an example
in SG89].

Example:

In LNE89] a one-to-one mapping is assumed between the attribute denition and the attribute's
real world semantics. They dene an attribute in terms of descriptors such as:
Uniqueness
Lower and Upper Bound
Domain and Scale
Static and Dynamic Integrity Constraints
Security Constraints
Allowable Operations

The attribute theory proposed by them says that if there exist mapping functions that satisfy
certain properties between the domains of the two attributes, then the two attributes can be
said to be equivalent. However, while the descriptors (which help generate the mappings), are
sucient to establish the structural equivalence of the attributes and are a necessary condition
for the equivalence of the attributes, they are not sucient to establish the semantic equivalence
of the attributes.
Consider two attributes person-name and department-name. We may be able to dene a
mapping between the domains of these two attributes, but we know that they are not semantically equivalent. There should then be some way to denote their lack of semantic equivalence.
We propose that the denition of mappings between the domains of the two objects be made
wrt to a context. As dened later, if two objects are semantically equivalent, then it should be
possible to dene mappings wrt all known and coherent contexts and the denition contexts5 should
not be incoherent wrt each other. Semantic Equivalence is discussed in detail in Section 5. Since
it is not possible to dene mappings between person-name and department-name wrt all known
5

The denition context of an object and the coherence of contexts are formally dened in Section 4
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contexts, we cannot call them equivalent. In this way, context can help capture an aspect of
real world semantics better than purely structural mapping methods.

Example:

An Abstraction by itself does not capture the semantics of a relationship. Consider the two
object classes dened in dierent databases.
STUDENT(Id#, Name, Grade)
DEPARTMENT(Num, Name, Address)
Let Domain(Id#) = Domain(Num) = f123, 456, 789g
Thus, it is possible to construct a mapping between Id# and Num, two semantically unrelated objects. This mapping however shall not be possible if we represent the contexts of Id#
and Num as the contexts associated with STUDENT and DEPARTMENT respectively.

3.2 Semantics: The meaning of an object

We take cues from the elds of linguistics, programming languages and knowledge representation
in AI on what constitutes meaning, and how the meaning of an object can be best expressed in
an explicit representation.
In linguistics Woo85], the primary interest in semantics has been in characterizing the fact
that the same sentence can sometimes mean dierent things. A knowledge engineer in the eld of
knowledge representation in AI BW85], on the other hand, is usually interested in a (semantic)
description that must be able to represent partial knowledge about an entity and accommodate
multiple descriptors which can describe the associated entity from dierent viewpoints.
In the area of programming languages, one approach to semantics has been to dene a mathematical object for each language entity and a function that maps instances of that entity onto
instances of that mathematical object. Because the objects are rigorously dened, they represent the exact meaning of their corresponding entities. This approach is called the denotational
semantics approach because the objects denote the meaning of the syntactic entities.
Our goal in representation of semantics is to ensure semantic interoperability between the
various databases. This means that the databases must share a common meaning for the objects
they share SSR92]. In a multidatabase environment, each database makes its own assumptions
about the meaning of an object. Thus it is necessary to understand and share the information
about the assumptions made while dening an object in each database. The context associated
with the database is a good tool to capture information about the design assumptions of each
database. In a multidatabase environment, the contents of a database can be meaningful given
a context and the meaning/signicance can be looked at in terms of an interpretation in the
context Tho89].
We observe a commonality in diverse elds of research when it comes to representing the
meaning of an object. The commonality being that the same sentence/entity/object can have different meanings/descriptions/design assumptions. We propose that in either case, it is the context of the sentence/entity/object which determines the applicable meaning/descriptor/assumption.
When two objects are compared for semantic similarity, it is the context of comparison which determines appropriate meanings/descriptors/assumptions of each of the sentences/entities/objects.

3.3 Semantics: The use of an object

This viewpoint of the semantics of an object, i.e., the way it is used, is typically held in the eld
of programming languages and articial intelligence. In programming languages, the semantic
9

specications are often dened in terms of the procedures or operations to be carried out on
the objects. The semantics of a language is described by specifying the behavior of an abstract
processor that executes programs written in that language and is referred to as operational
semantics. The view suggested in AI is that one memory schema refers to another only through
the use of a description which is dependent on the context of the original reference BN75].
In the area of linguistics and cognitive psychology, experiments have borne a strong relationship between semantic and contextual similarity MC91]. This has led to the belief that
semantic similarity is a function of the contexts in which an object is used and that the contextual representation of an object is the knowledge of how that object is used. Hence it follows that
the contextual representation is an abstract cognitive structure that accumulates the attributes
common to all the contexts in which an object is used MC91].
Contexts in which the objects are accessed or in which operations are executed on the objects
are critical in determining how that object is interpreted and used. Every database system and
application program makes assumptions about the use of the objects and their stored extensions.
In a multidatabase setting, the objects have to interoperate with other similar and not so similar
objects. Since our goal is to achieve semantic interoperability in multidatabase systems, these
assumptions should be made explicit as far as possible, and we should have a methodology to
deal with such an explicit representation.
Keeping the above points in mind, context provides us with a tool for the migration of
object semantics out of the respective applications and individual databases. Information needed
to determine semantic similarity or resolve semantic conicts between objects is hard coded
implicitly in the code written to do the same. Also, mappings dened between various objects
in dierent databases might be dependent on the usage. Thus, explicit representation of context
can help to solve the problems associated with interoperability by decoupling various applications
and databases from each other.

3.4 Computational bene ts of representing Context

In Sho91], Shoham has discussed the computational benets that might accrue in modeling and
representing context in AI and Knowledge-Based systems. We believe that there are similarities
between those and multidatabase systems and context representation might enable us to handle
information in a multidatabase system more cleanly and eciently. Some benets are as follows:
Economy of representation: In a manner akin to database views, contexts can act as a
focusing mechanism when accessing the component databases of a multidatabase system.
They can be a semantic summary of the information in a database or group of databases
and maybe able to capture semantic information which cannot be expressed in the data
denition model of the databases. Thus unnecessary details can be abstracted from the
user. Examples detailing this are enumerated in Section 7.2.
Economy of reasoning: Instead of reasoning with the information present in the database
as a whole, reasoning can be performed with the context associated with a database or
a group of databases. This approach has been used in KS94] for information resource
discovery and query processing in Multidatabases.
Handing Inconsistent Information: In a multidatabase system, where databases are designed and developed independently, it is not uncommon to have information in one
database inconsistent with information in another. As long as information is consistent
within the context of the query of the user, inconsistency in information from dierent
databases may be allowed. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.
10

Flexible semantics: A big fallout of associating abstractions/mappings with the context in
the semantic proximity model (Section 2.1) is that the same two objects can be related
to each other dierently in two dierent contexts. This is because two objects might be
semantically closer to each other in one context as compared to the other.

4 Explicit context representation in a multidatabase environment
For semantic interoperability in multidatabase systems, it is important to have appropriate representations of context (which should capture the semantics of the information in the databases)
and develop a practical framework for:



Semi-automatic ways of constructing contexts from an ontology or a collection of metadata.
Automatic ways of comparing (e.g., deciding whether one context is more general than the
other) and manipulating contexts (e.g., taking the greatest lower bound of two contexts).

A partial context specication can be used by humans to decide whether the context for
modeling of two objects is the same or dierent or non-comparable. In this section we propose
such a partial representation of context. It must be noted that in order to judge the semantic
similarity between any two objects, a partial representation should suce.

4.1 A partial Context representation

There have been attempts to represent the similarity between two objects in databases. In
LNE89] (see Example in Section 3.1), a xed set of descriptors dene essential characteristics
of the attribute and are used to generate mappings between them. However, we have already
demonstrated that they do not guarantee semantic similarity. Thus, any representation of
context which can be described by a xed set of descriptors is not acceptable.
In SSR92], context is represented as a collection of meta-attributes and is associated with
each data value. The meta-attributes are also known as context coordinates in linguistics
CMG90], thematic roles in text retrieval VD92] and code words by researchers in clustering techniques ML92]. One commonality in these approaches is that the set of meta-attributes
is not xed but dynamically chosen to model the characteristics of the application domain in
question. We recognize the fact that it is not possible a priori to determine all possible metaattributes which would completely characterize the semantics of the application domain. Hence
we admit to a partial representation of context.
Based on the above discussion, we represent a context as a collection of contextual coordinates
(meta-attributes) as follows:
Context = <(C1, V1 ) (C2, V2 ) ... (Ck , Vk ) >
We shall explain with examples the meaning of the symbols Ci and Vi and how they can be used.
We shall also explain each example by using a description logic like language. This language has
been used in and is exemplied by BS85, BBMR89, Mac87, PS84, vLNPS87, KBR86]. Using
this language, it is possible to dene primitive classes and in addition specify classes using intensional descriptions phrased in terms of necessary and sucient properties that must be satised
by their instances. This can be used to express the collection of constraints that make up a
11

context. Also, each Ci roughly corresponds to a role and each Vi roughly corresponds to llers
for the role the object class must have.






Ci , 1  i  k, is a contextual coordinate denoting an aspect of context.
Ci may model some characteristic of the subject domain and may be obtained from an
ontology.
Ci may model an implicit assumption in the design of a database. The value of the
contextual coordinate Vi may express some constraints which capture the assumptions in
the design of the database.
Ci may or may not be associated with an attribute Aj of an object class O in the database.
This is discussed in detail in Section 7.2 of this paper.

The value Vi of a contextual coordinate Ci can be represented in the following manner:


Vi can be a variable.

{ It can be unied (in the sense of Prolog) with another variable, a set of symbols, an
{
{

object class, a type dened in the database or another variable.
It can be unied with another variable associated with a context.
It can be used as a place holder to elicit answers from the databases and impose
constraints on them.

Example:



Suppose, we are interested in people who are authors and who hold a post. We can
represent the query context Cq (discussed in Section 4.1.3) as follows:
Cq = <(author, X) (designee, X)>
The same thing can be expressed in a Description Logic (DL) as follows:
Cq = (AND ANSWER (FILLS author) (FILLS designee))
Vi can be a set.

{ The set may be an enumeration of symbols from the ontology.
{ The set may be dened as the extension of an object class or as elements from the
domain of a type dened in the database.
The set may be dened by dening constraints on pre-existing sets.

{
Example:

Suppose we want to represent the assumptions implicit in the design of the object class EMPLOYEE in a database. We can represent this as the denition context of EMPLOYEE,
Cdef (EMPLOYEE) as follows:
Cdef (EMPLOYEE) = <(employer, Deptypes  frestypesg])
(article, PUBLICATION)>
The same thing can be expressed in a DL as follows:
Cdef (EMPLOYEE) = (AND prim(EMPLOYEE)
(ALL employer prim(Deptypes)  frestypesg)
(ALL article PUBLICATION))
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{ Deptypes is a type dened in the database.
{ The symbols restypes, employer, article are taken from the ontology.
{ The denition context (dened in Section 4.1.1) expresses a semantic association be-

tween EMPLOYEE and PUBLICATION which may not be captured in the database.
If the contextual coordinates employer and article are not associated with any attribute of the object class EMPLOYEE, the context models information not modeled
in the database. The extra information which can be thus modeled is bounded by
the ontology. This is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.



Vi can be a variable associated with a context.

{ This can be used to express constraints which the result of a query should obey.
{ The constraints would apply to the set, type or object class the variable X would
unify with.
This is called the constraint context and is dened in Section 4.1.4.

{
Example:



Suppose we want all the articles which contain the substring "abortion" in them. This
can be expressed in the following query context:
Cq = <(article, X <(title, fyjsubstring(y) = "abortion"g)>)>
Cq = <(article, XCntxt)>
where  denotes association of a context with a variable and
Cntxt = <(title, fyjsubstring(y) = "abortion"g)>
The same thing can be expressed in a DL as follows:
Cq = (AND ANSWER (FILLS article
(ALL title fyjsubstring(y) = "abortion"g)))
Vi can be a set, type or an object class associated with a context.

{ This is called the association context and is dened in Section 4.1.2.
{ This may be used to express semantic dependencies between object classes which may
{

not be modeled in the database. This is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.
The context also provides us with a mechanism to correlate information. This is
discussed in detail in Section 8.

Example:

Suppose we want to represent information relating publications to employees in a database.
Let PUBLICATION and EMPLOYEE be object classes in a database. The denition context of HAS-PUBLICATION can be dened as:
Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION) = <(article, PUBLICATION)
(author, EMPLOYEE <(aliation, fresearchg)>)>
Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION) = <(article, PUBLICATION)
(author,
EMPLOYEECntxt)>
where  denotes association of a context with an object class and
Cntxt = <(aliation, fresearchg)>
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The same thing can be expressed in a DL as follows:
Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION) = (AND prim(HAS-PUBLICATION)
(ALL article PUBLICATION)
(ALL author (AND prim(EMPLOYEE)
(ALL aliation (ONE-OF fresearchg)))))
It may be noted that in the case the object class HAS-PUBLICATION is not dened
in the database, the context models information not modeled in the database. This is
discussed in detail in Section 7.2.

4.1.1 De nition Context of an Object Class

Given an object class O in a database and a collection of contextual coordinates Ci s from the
ontology, the denition context can be represented as:
Cdef (O) = <(C1 , V1 ) ... (Ck , Vk )>
This can be used in the following ways:




To specify the assumptions in the design of the object class O.
To share only a pre-determined extension of the object class O with the federation of
databases. This object class is denoted as OF .
The associations between the object classes stored in the database and the object classes
exported to the federation are expressed using the concepts of semantic proximity and
schema correspondences (dened in Section 7.1). The associations are discussed in
detail in Section 7.2.

4.1.2 Association Context of Object Classes

Given object classes O and O1 in a database and a collection of contextual coordinates Ci s from
the ontology, the denition context of O1 which depends on the context of association between
O and O1 , Cass (O1 , O) can be represented as:
Cdef (O) = <(C1 , O1 Cass (O1 , O)) ... (Ck , Vk ) >
The association context can be used in the following ways:






To represent relationships between two object classes with reference to an aspect of an
application domain. This is done by associating it with the appropriate contextual coordinate.
Dierent relationships between two object classes may hold with reference to dierent
aspects of the subject domain. This can be modeled by dierent association contexts
between the two objects associated with dierent contextual coordinates.
To model the relationships between the object class O and dierent (more than one)
objects as a part of the denition context of the same object. Thus, the context of an
object consists of it's relationships with other objects.
14



The relationships being modeled may not be restricted to constructs in the data-model,
though a mapping may be provided between the constructs used in the denition context
and those available in the data-model.

4.1.3 Query Context

Whenever a query Q is posed to a federation of databases, we associate with it a query context
Cq which makes explicit the partial semantics of the query Q.





The user can consult ontologies to construct the query context in a semi-automatic manner.
Issues of combining and displaying ontologies to enable a user to do this easily are discussed
in KS94, KS].
Object classes and types dened in databases are also available to the user after being
appropriately incorporated in an ontology.
The query is expressed as a set of constraints which an answer object must satisfy. The
constraints expressed in the query context can express incomplete information.

4.1.4 Constraint Context

This context is typically a part of the query context and is used to pose constraints on the
answer returned for the query. Cconstr (X,ANSWER) can be represented as:
CQ = <(C1 , XCconstr (X, ANSWER)) ... >





It is associated with a variable which may be a place-holder for the answer or a part of
the answer. The variable may be instantiated to an object class or type denition at run
time.
The context may represent constraints on the object class or it's attributes or the contextual coordinates associated with an object class.
The constraints which we currently limit to are cardinality constraints on sets and those
that may be dened as a predicate on the elements of a set.

4.2 Reasoning about and manipulation of contexts

We have proposed a partial representation of context in the previous section. To use this
representation meaningfully in focusing on relevant information and correlating information we
need the following to be precisely dened:




The most common relationship between contexts is the "specicity" relationship. Given
two contexts C1 and C2 , C1  C2 i C1 is at least as specic as C2 . This is useful when
object classes dened in a particular context have to transcend McC93] to a more specic
or general context. This is discussed in detail with examples in Section 8.
It is also the case that two contexts may not be comparable to each other, i.e. it may
not be possible to decide whether one is more general than the other or not. Thus, the
specicity relationship gives us a partial order.
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For every two contexts we dene the greatest lower bound of two contexts. The set of
contexts thus forms a meet semi-lattice.

Based on the representation dened in the previous section, we give the semantics of the above
operations in the following sections.

4.2.1 The speci city relationship

The specicity relationship between two contexts determines which context is more general than
the other. We have dened this relationship with the help of specicity rules governing the contextual coordinates and their values.
Let Cntxt1 = <(C1 , V1 ) (C2, V2 ) ... (Ck , Vk )>
Cntxt2 = <(C'1, V'1) (C'2, V'2) ... (C'm, V'm )>
Cntxt1  Cntxt2 i Cntxt1 is at least as speci





c as Cntxt2

C, C1, C2 , C'1, C'2, ... denote the contextual coordinates of the contexts under consideration.
V, V1, V2 , V'1, V'2, ... denote the values of the contextual coordinates....
A, A1, A2 , ..., S, S1 , S2 , ... stand for sets.
X, Y, Z, .... stand for variables.

The specicity rules for the values of the contextual coordinates (Vi s) are as follows:

Variable Speci city: V1  X, anything is more specic than a variable
Set Speci city: S1  S2 i S1  S2
Association Context Speci city: These are rules concerning specicity of contextual coordinates when an association context is involved.



A1Cntxti  A2 i A1  A2
Ai Cntxti  Aj Cntxtj i Ai  Aj

^

Cntxti  Cntxtj

Cntxt1  Cntxt2 if the following conditions hold:


mk

 8i,

1  i  m, 9j Cj  C'i 6 ^ Vj  V'i

This specicity relationship between contextual coordinates is determined from the ontology and is beyond the
scope of this paper. In dening the various operations on the context lattice we shall use the equality comparison
instead.
6
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4.2.2 Operations on the Context Lattice

As observed earlier, the specicity relationship between the contexts induces a partial order
among the contexts. Thus the context can be organized as a meet semi-lattice where every pair
of contexts has the greatest lower bound. In this subsection we dene the glb operation and
other operations which we will use later on in the paper,

overlap(Cntxt1, Cntxt2) = f Cij Ci 2 Cntxt1 ^ Ci 2 Cntxt2 g
generalize(Cntxt1 , Ci) = <(Ci, Vi)>
compare(Cntxt1, Cntxt2) This operator is used to compare contexts. It essentially computes

the glb of two contexts, but considers only those contextual coordinates which are common
to both the contexts.
= generalize(glb(Cntxt1 , Cntxt2), overlap(Cntxt1, Cntxt2))
coherent(Cntxt1, Cntxt2) This operator determines whether the constraints determined by
the values of the contextual coordinates are inconsistent or not.

4.2.3 The glb of two Contexts

We now dene the greatest lower bound of two contexts with the help of the rules that determine
the greatest lower bounds of the contextual coordinates and their values.
The rules determining the glb(Vi , V'j ) are:

Variable: glb(Vi, X) = Vi
Sets: glb(S1, S2) = S1 \ S2
Association Contexts: These are rules concerning the glb of the values of the contextual
coordinates when an association context is involved.



glb(A1 Cntxti, A2 ) = glb(A1 , A2 )Cntxti
glb(Ai Cntxti, Aj Cntxtj ) = glb(Ai , Aj )glb(Cntxti, Cntxtj )

The greatest lower bound of the contexts can now be dened as:




glb(Cntxt, <>) = Cntxt
glb(<(Ci , Vi ) ... >, <(C'i, V'i ) ... >) = <(Ci , Vi ) ... (C'i , V'i ) ... >
where Ci 6= C'i
glb(Cntxt1, Cntxt2)
= glb(<(Ci , Vi ) ... >, glb(<(Cj , Vj ) ... >, <(Ck , glb(Vk , V'k )) ... >))
where Ci , Cj 2= overlap(Cntxt1, Cntxt2)
and Ck 2 overlap(Cntxt1, Cntxt2)

An alternative equivalent representation of a context can be expressed using the glb operation
described above. However, it is very useful when there is a need to carry out inferences on the
context and information associated with it.
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Cntxt = <(C1, V1 )(C2, V2) ... (Ck , Vk )> can also be represented as:
Cntxt = glb(<(C1 , V1 )>, glb(<(C2 , V2 )>, ... , glb(<(Ck , Vk )>, <>) ... ))

Example:

Consider the following two contexts:
Cntxt1 = <(author, EMPLOYEE <(aliation, fresearchg)>)
(article, PUBLICATION)>
Cntxt2 = <(article, X <(title,fxj substring(x)="abortion"g)>)>
It should be noted that:
 PUBLICATION can be assumed to have an empty context, i.e. PUBLICATION <>
 article 2 overlap(Cntxt1,Cntxt2)
 author 2
= overlap(Cntxt1,Cntxt2)
glb(Cntxt1,Cntxt2) = <(author, EMPLOYEE <(aliation, fresearchg)>)
(article, glb(PUBLICATION <>,X <(title,fxj substring(x)="abortion"g)>))>
= <(author, EMPLOYEE <(aliation, fresearchg)>)
(article, glb(PUBLICATION,X)glb(<>, <(title,fxj substring(x)="abortion"g)>))>
= <(author, EMPLOYEE <(aliation, fresearchg)>)
(article, PUBLICATION <(title,fxj substring(x)="abortion"g)>)>
In our approach to represent context, we dier from Sciore et al SSR92] and Ouksel et al
ON93] in the following aspects:
 Sciore et al SSR92] represent the context at the extensional level, i.e., at the level of data
values and object instances. We believe that in a database with a large number of data
values it's not feasible to do so.
 We represent context at an intensional level, i.e. at the level of the database schema.
This gives us an opportunity to represent constraints about object classes which cannot
be captured at the extensional level. We also view the context of an object as a collection
of constraints on an object class which may not be represented in the database schema.
 Ouksel et al represent context as a collection of ISCAs (inter-schema correspondence assertions) which are essentially structural correspondences between schema elements in different databases. In our approach schema correspondences are associated with the context
and are not considered part of the context. They are used to relate semantic information
with the actual data in the database.
 The meta-attributes and their values are taken from the ontology of the application domain
being modeled by the database. Issues of combining ontologies and scalability are beyond
the scope of this paper but are discussed in KS94, KS].
 We have also dened operations to compare the specicity of contexts, and to manipulate
and reason about them. This makes it easier to perform inferences on context to support
query processing against the multiple databases.
 Based on the partial order induced by the specicity relationship, we organize the contexts
as a meet semi-lattice.
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4.3 Issues of language and ontology in context representation

We have presented an explicit representation of context in Section 4.1 and the semantics of
operations to compare and manipulate these representations in Section 4.2. In this section we
discuss the issues of a language in which the explicit representation can be best expressed. We
also discuss issues of ontology, i.e. the vocabulary used by the language to represent the contexts.

4.3.1 Language for context representation

In Section 4.1 we have proposed a context representation as a collection of contextual coordinates
and their values. The values themselves may have contexts associated with them. In this section,
we enumerate the properties desired of a language to express the context representation.







The language should have the ability to describe what kinds of sentences it can describe,
i.e. it should be self-describing. This enables us to represent nesting of contexts to any
arbitrary level as the denition context of an object class might contain association contexts
with one or more object classes.
The language should be able to express the context as a collection of contextual coordinates, each describing a specic aspect of information in the database.
The language should have primitives (viz., determining the subtype of two types, pattern
matching, etc.) in the model world, which might be useful in comparing and manipulating
context representations.
The language should have primitives for performing inference on the ontology to identify
the abstractions related to the ontological objects in the query context or the denition
contexts of the object classes in the databases. We view ontology as the symbolic layer
closest to the concepts in the real world.

We are looking into the possibility of the Knowledge Interchange Format GF92] and description logic based languages BS85, BBMR89, Mac87, PS84, vLNPS87, KBR86] for context
representation.

4.3.2 The Ontology Problem

An ontology may be dened as the specication of a representational vocabulary for a shared
domain of discourse which may include denitions of classes, relations, functions and other
objects Gru93]. In constructing the contexts as illustrated in Section 4.1 the choice of the
contextual coordinates (Ci s) and the values assigned to them (Vi s) is very important. There
should be ontological commitments, i.e. agreements about the ontological objects used between
the users and the information system designers. In our case this corresponds to an agreement on
the terms used for the contextual coordinates and their values by a user in formulating the query
context and a database administrator for formulating the denition and association contexts.
In an example in Section 4.1, we have dened Cdef (EMPLOYEE) by making use of symbols
like employer, aliation and reimbursement from the ontology for contextual coordinates and
research, teaching etc. for the values of the contextual coordinates.
We assume that the each database has available to it an ontology corresponding to a specic
domain. The denition and association contexts of the object classes take their terms and
values from this ontology. However in designing the denition contexts and the query context,
the issues of combining the various ontologies arise.
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We now enumerate various approaches one might take in building ontologies for a federation
of information sources. Other than the ontological commitment, a critical issue in designing
ontologies is the scalability of the the ontology as more information sources enter the federation.


The Common Ontology approach:
{ One approach has been to build an extensive global ontology. A notable example

{



of global ontology is Cyc LG90] consisting of around 30,000 objects. In Cyc, the
mapping between each individual information resource and global ontology is accomplished by a set of articulation axioms which are used to map the entities of an
information resource to the concepts (viz. frames, slots) in Cyc's existing ontology
CHS91].
Another approach has been to exploit the semantics of a single problem domain (viz.
transportation planning) ACHK93]. The domain model is a declarative description
of the objects and activities possible in the application domain as viewed by a typical
user. The user formulates queries using terms from the application domain.

Reuse of Existing Ontologies: Given our assumption that there will be numerous information systems participating in the federation, it is unrealistic to expect any one existing
ontology or classication to suce. We propose a re-use of various existing classications
viz. ISBN classication for publications, botanical classication for plants etc. These
ontologies can then be combined in dierent ways and made available to the federation.

{ A critical issue in combining the various ontologies is determining the overlap between
{

them. One possibility Wie94] is two dene the "intersection" and "mutual exclusion"
points between the various ontologies.
Another approach has been adopted in MS95]. The types determined to be similar
by a sharing advisor are classied into a collection called concept. A concept hierarchy
is thus generated modeling superconcept-subconcept relationship. These types may
be from dierent databases and their similarity or dissimilarity is based on heuristics
with user input as required.

5 A Semantic Taxonomy
In this section we use the concept of semantic proximity dened in Section 2.1 and the context
representation discussed above to dene a semantic taxonomy consisting of the various types
of semantic similarities between object classes. The taxonomy thus designed, is illustrated in
Figure 4.

5.1 The role of context in semantic classi cation

The context, being identied as the pivot on which the semantic proximity depends, plays a key
role in this taxonomy. Here we enumerate the possible values a context can take.


ALL, i.e., the semPro between the object classes is being dened wrt all known and coherent
comparison contexts. There should be coherence between the denition contexts of the
object classes being compared and between them and the context of comparison.
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SOME, i.e., the semPro between the object classes is being dened wrt some context. This
context may be constructed in the following ways.

{ GLB, i.e. the greatest lower bound of the contexts of the two object classes. Typically
{




we are interested in the glb of the context of comparison and the denition context
of the object class.
LUB, i.e. the least upper bound7 of the contexts of the two objects is taken. Typically,
we are interested in the lub of the denition contexts of the two object classes when
there doesn't exist an abstraction/mapping between their domains in the context of
comparison.

SUB-CONTEXTS, we might be interested in the semPro between two object classes in
contexts which are more specic or more general wrt the context of comparison.
NONE, i.e. there doesn't exist a context in which a meaningful abstraction or mapping
between the domains of the object classes may be dened. This is the case when the
denition contexts of the objects being compared are not coherent with each other.

5.2 Semantic Equivalence

This is the strongest measure of semantic proximity two object classes can have. Two object
classes are dened to be semantically equivalent when they represent the same real world entity
or concept. Expressed in our model, it means that given two object classes O1 and O2 , it should
be possible to dene a total 1-1 value mapping between the domains of these two objects in any
known and coherent context. Thus we can write it as:
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <ALL, total 1-1 value mapping, (D1, D2), >8
The notion of equivalence described above depends on the denition of the domains of the
object classes and can be more specically called domain semantic equivalence. We can also
dene a stronger notion of semantic equivalence between two object classes which incorporates
the state of the databases to which the two objects belong. This equivalence is called state
semantic equivalence and is dened as:
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <ALL, M, (D1, D2), (S1, S2 ) >
where M is a total 1-1 value mapping between (D1, S1 ) and (D2, S2 ).
Unless explicitly mentioned, we shall use semantic equivalence to mean domain semantic equivalence.

5.3 Semantic Relationship

This is a weaker type of semantic similarity than semantic equivalence. Two object classes are
said to be semantically related when there exists a partial many-one value mapping, or a generalization, or aggregation abstraction between the domains of the two object classes. Here we
relax the requirement of a 1-1 mapping in a way that given an instance O1 we can identify an
7
We have not dened it for the general case. Here, we are only interested in the case where the least upper
bound would consist of the union of the values of the contextual coordinates in the overlap of the two contexts.
8
We use the " " sign to denote don't care.
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CONTEXTS

OBJECTS

Role1 = role-of(EmployeeName, Database1) = Identifier
Role2 = role-of(EmployeeNumber, Database2) = Identifier
EmployeeName in Database1.Identifier
EmployeeNumber in Database2.Identifier
Thus, Role1 = Role2

Figure 3: Roles played by objects in their contexts
instance of O2 but not vice versa. The requirement that the mapping be denable in all the
known and coherent contexts is not relaxed. Thus we dene the semantic relationship as:
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <ALL, M, (D1, D2), >
where
M = partial many-one value mapping, generalization, or aggregation

5.4 Semantic Relevance

We consider two object classes to be semantically relevant if they can be related to each other
using some abstraction in some context. Thus the notion of semantic relevance between two objects is context dependent, i.e., two object classes may be semantically relevant in one context,
but not so in another. Object classes can be related to each other using any abstraction.
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <SOME, ANY, (D1, D2), >

5.5 Semantic Resemblance

This is the weakest measure of semantic proximity, which might be useful in certain cases. Here,
we consider the case where the domains of two object classes cannot be related to each other
by any abstraction in any context. Hence, the exact nature of semantic proximity between two
object classes is very dicult to specify. In this case, the user may be presented with extensions
of both the object classes. In order to express this type of semantic similarity, we introduce
an aspect of context, which we call role, by extending the concept of role dened in EN89].
Semantic resemblance is dened in detail in the next section.
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5.5.1 Role played by an Object Class in a Context

This refers to the relationship between an object class and the semantic context to which it
belongs. We characterize this relationship as a binary function, which has the object and it's
context as the arguments and the name of the role as the value.
role-of : object

context ! rolename

The mapping dened above may be multi-valued, as it is possible for an object to have multiple
roles in the same context.
Based on the representation of a context proposed in Section 4.1 we can express this by constructing the least upper bound of the contexts. Consider the type Number and the type
Name dened in the databases.
Cdef (Database1) = <(Classes, fEmployee, ... g) (Identiers, fName, ...g)>
Cdef (Database2) = <(Classes, fEmployee, ... g) (Identiers, fNumber, ...g)>
lub(Cdef (Database1), Cdef (Database2))
= <(Classes, fEmployee1 , Employee2 , ...g) (Identiers, fName, Number, ... g)>
Thus role-of(Name, Cdef (Database1)) = role-of(Number, Cdef (Database2)) = Identier
Since Name, Number 2 Identiers ^ Identiers 2 lub(Cdef (Database1), Cdef (Database2))

5.5.2 Roles and Semantic Resemblance

Whenever two objects cannot be related to each other by any abstraction in any context, but
they are associated with contexts in which they have the same role and their denition contexts
are coherent wrt each other, they can be said to semantically resemble each other. This is a
generalization of DOMAIN-DISJOINT-ROLE-EQUAL concept in LNE89].
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <SOME(LUB), NONE, (D1, D2), >
where O1 Cntxt1 and O2 Cntxt2
and coherent(Cdef (O1 ),Cdef (O2 ))
and SOME(LUB) denotes a context dened as follows:
where context = lub(Cntxt1, Cntxt2)
and D1 6= D2
and role-of(O1 , context) = role-of(O2 , context)

5.6 Semantic Incompatibility

While all the qualitative proximity measures dened above describe semantic similarity, semantic incompatibility asserts semantic dissimilarity. Lack of any semantic similarity does not
automatically imply that the objects are semantically incompatible. Establishing semantic incompatibility requires asserting that the denition contexts of the two objects are incoherent
wrt each other and there do not exist contexts associated with these objects such that they have
the same role.
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <NONE, NEG, (D1 , D2 ), >
where Cdef (O1 ) and Cdef (O2 ) are incoherent with each other
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Semantic Proximity
Similar[Context = SOME (LUB),
Abstraction = NONE]

Context, Abstraction

Dissimilar[Context = NONE,
Abstraction = NONE]

Semantic Resemblance

Semantic Incompatibility

Context = SOME,
Abstraction = ANY

Abstraction = ANY (except total 1-1 value mapping)
Context = ALL
Semantic Relevance
Semantic Relationship
Abstraction = Total
1-1 value mapping

Semantic Equivalence

Figure 4: Semantic Classication of Object Similarities
and D1 may or may not be equal to D2
and 6 9 context such that role-of(O1 , context) = role-of(O2 , context)

6 Schematic Heterogeneities in Multidatabases
In this section we deal with a broad class of schematic dierences and the possible semantic
similarities with between the object classes having those dierences SK92]. With each type
of schematic dierence, we enumerate the possible semantic proximity descriptors. The broad
classes of schematic heterogeneities we are dealing with are: domain incompatibility, entity denition incompatibility, data value incompatibility, abstraction level incompatibility and schematic
discrepancies (Figure 5). While the issue of schematic/representational/structural heterogeneity
have been dealt with by a number of researchers DH84, BOT86, CRE87, KLK91, KS91], the
unique feature of our work is the strong tie between the semantic aspects dened above and the
structural aspects.

6.1 Domain Incompatibility

In this section we discuss the incompatibilities that arise between two domain types when they
are diering denitions of semantically similar attribute domains. We rene the broad denition
of this incompatibility given in CRE87].
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Domain Definition Incompatibility

Entity Definition Incompatibility

Incompatibility

Data Value Incompatibility

Abstraction Level Incompatibility

Schematic Discrepancy

Figure 5: Schematic Heterogeneities

6.1.1 Naming Conicts

Two attributes that are semantically alike might have dierent names. They are known as synonyms.

Example:

Consider two databases having the relations :
STUDENT(Id#, Name, Address)
TEACHER(SS#, Name, Address)
STUDENT.Id# and TEACHER.SS# are synonyms.

Mappings between synonyms can often be established wrt all known and coherent contexts.
In such cases, the two domain types may be considered semantically equivalent.
Two attributes that are semantically unrelated might have the same names. They are known as
homonyms.

Example:

Consider two databases having the relations :
STUDENT(Id#, Name, Address)
BOOK(Id#, Name, Author)
STUDENT.Id# and BOOK.Id# are homonyms.

One alternative of dening the denition contexts of the two domain types (which are dened
in two dierent databases) is as follows:
Cdef (STUDENT.Id#) = <(identies, AnimateObject9 )>
Cdef (BOOK.Id#) = <(identies, InAnimateObject10 )>
9
10

Obtained from the ontology of the database.
Obtained from the ontology of the database.
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Marks Grades
81-100
A
61-80
B
41-60
C
21-40
D
1-20
F
Table 1: Mapping between Marks and Grades
Since homonyms are semantically unrelated, their denition contexts can be modeled in a way
that they are incoherent wrt each other. Thus these two domain types may be considered
semantically incompatible.

6.1.2 Data Representation Conicts

Two attributes that are semantically similar might have dierent data types or representations.

Example:
STUDENT.Id# is defined as a 9 digit integer.
TEACHER.SS# is defined as an 11 character string.

Conversion mappings or routines between dierent data representations can often be established wrt all known and coherent contexts. In such cases, these domain types may be considered
semantically equivalent.

6.1.3 Data Scaling Conicts

Two attributes that are semantically similar might be represented using dierent units and
measures. There is a one-one mapping between the values of the domains of the two attributes.
For instance, the salary attribute might have values in $ and $.
Typically mappings between data represented in dierent scales can be easily expressed in
terms of a function or a lookup table, or by using dynamic attributes as in LA86] and wrt all
known and coherent contexts. In such cases, the domain types may be considered semantically
equivalent.

6.1.4 Data Precision Conicts

Two attributes that are semantically similar might be represented using dierent precisions.
This case is dierent from the previous case because there may not be one-one mapping between
the values of the domains. There may be a many-one mapping from the domain of the precise
attribute to the domain of the coarse attribute.

Example:

Let the attribute Marks have an integer value from 1 to 100.
Let the attribute Grades have the values fA, B, C, D, Fg.
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There may be a many-one mapping from Marks to Grades. Grades is the coarser attribute.
Typically, mappings can be specied from the precise data scale to the coarse data scale wrt all
known and coherent contexts. Given a letter grade identifying the precise numerical score, is
typically not possible. In such cases, the domain types may be considered semantically related.

6.1.5 Default Value Conicts

This type of conict depends on the denition of the domain of the concerned attributes. The
default value of an attribute is that value which it is dened to have in the absence of more
information about the real world. For instance, the default value for Age of an adult might be
dened as 18 years in one database and as 21 years in another.
It may not be possible to specify mappings between a default value of one attribute to the
default value of another in all known and coherent contexts. However, it is often possible to
do so wrt some context. In such cases, the domain types can be considered to be semantically
relevant, i.e., their semantic proximity can be dened as follows:
semPro(Age1, Age2) = <SOME, Abstraction, (D1, D2), >
Context = <(default, DefaultAge11 )>
When the semPro is projected wrt the Context, it maps to dierent ages in the dierent
databases. The projection operation is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.

6.1.6 Attribute Integrity Constraint Conicts

Two semantically similar attributes might be restricted by constraints which might not be consistent with each other. For instance, in dierent databases, the attribute Age might follow
these constraints:

Example:

C1 : Age1  18
C2 : Age2 > 21
C1 and C2 are inconsistent and hence the integrity constraints on the attribute Salary are said
to conict.
If the constraints are captured in the denition contexts of the domain types of Age1 and
Age2 , then they would be incoherent and can be considered semantically incompatible. However, in this case these types are associated with denition contexts of their respective databases
in which they exist, i.e. Age1 Cdef (Database1) and Age2 Cdef (Database2)
Cdef (Database1) = <(timePeriod, fAge, Duration, ...g)>
Cdef (Database2) = <(timePeriod, fAge, RacePerformance, ...g)>
semPro(Age1, Age2) = <SOME(LUB), NONE, (D1, D2 ), >
where SOME(LUB) denotes a context dened as follows:
where context = lub(Cdef (Database1), Cdef (Database2))
and D1 6= D2
and role-of(Age1, context) = role-of(Age2, context) = timePeriod.
Hence, they may be considered to have a semantic resemblance to each other.
11

Obtained from the ontology of the database.
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Data Precision Conflicts
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Default Value Conflicts (Semantic Relevance)

Attribute Integrity Constraint Conflicts
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Figure 6: Domain Incompatibility and the likely types of semantic proximities

6.2 Entity De nition Incompatibility

In this section we discuss the incompatibilities that arise between two object classes when the
entity descriptors used by the objects are only partially compatible, even when the same type of
entity is being modeled. We rene the broad denition of this class of conicts given in CRE87].

6.2.1 Database Identi er Conicts

In this case, the entity descriptions in two databases are incompatible because they use identier
records that are semantically dierent.

Example:
STUDENT1(SS#, Course, Grades)
STUDENT2(Name, Course, Grades)
STUDENT1.SS# and STUDENT2.Name are semantically different keys.

The semantic proximity of objects having this kind of conict depends on whether it is possible to dene an abstraction to map the keys in one database to another. However, if we assume
that the context(s) of the identiers are dened in the local schemas, we know that they play
the role of identication in their respective contexts. Hence, the weakest possible measure of
semantic resemblance applies, though stronger measures might apply too.
semPro(SS#, Name) = <SOME(LUB), , (D1, D2 ), >
where D1 = Domain(SS#) and D2 = Domain(Name)
and SS#Cdef (Database1) and NameCdef (Database2)
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Cdef (Database1) = <(Classes, fSTUDENT1, ... g) (Identiers, fSS#, ...g)>
Cdef (Database2) = <(Classes, fSTUDENT2, ... g) (Identiers, fName, ...g)>
and SOME(LUB) denotes a context dened as follows:
and context = lub(Cdef (Database1), Cdef (Database2))
and role-of(SS#, context) = role-of(Name, context) = Identiers

6.2.2 Naming Conicts

Semantically alike entities might be named dierently in dierent databases. For instance,
EMPLOYEE and WORKERS might be two objects describing the same set of entities. They
are known as synonyms. Typically, mappings between synonyms can often be established wrt
all known and coherent contexts. In such cases object classes may be considered semantically
equivalent.
On the other hand, semantically unrelated entities might have the same name in dierent
databases. For instance, TICKETS might be the name of a relation which models movie tickets
in one database, whereas it might model trac violation tickets in another database. They are
known as homonyms of each other. In a manner similar to that demonstrated in Section 6.1.1,
their denition contexts can be modeled in a way that they are incoherent wrt each other. Thus
these object classes may be be considered semantically incompatible.

6.2.3 Schema Isomorphism Conicts

Semantically similar entities may have dierent number of attributes, giving rise to schema isomorphism conicts.

Example:
INSTRUCTOR1(SS#, HomePhone, OffPhone)
INSTRUCTOR2(SS#, Phone)
is an example of schema non-isomorphism.

It should be noted that this can be considered an artifact of the Data Precision Conicts
identied in Section 6.1.4 of this paper, as the Phone number of INSTRUCTOR1 can be considered to be represented in a more precise manner than the Phone number of INSTRUCTOR2.
However, the conicts discussed in Section 6.1.4 are due to the dierences in the domains of the
attributes representing the same information and hence are attribute level conicts. Whereas,
conicts in this sections arise due to dierences in the way the entities INSTRUCTOR1 and
INSTRUCTOR2 are dened in the two databases and hence are entity level conicts.
Since mappings can be established between the objects on the basis of the common and
identifying attributes, the two object classes may be considered semantically related.
semPro(Instructor1, Instructor2 )
= <ALL, fMID , M1g, (fD1ID , D12, D13g, fD2ID , D22g), >
where MID is a total 1-1 value mapping between D1ID and D2ID and represents the mapping
between the identiers of the two objects.
M1 may be a total/partial 1-1/many-one value mapping between D12 D13 and D22.
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6.2.4 Missing Data Item Conicts

This conict arises when of the entity descriptors modeling semantically similar entities, one has
a missing attribute. This type of conict is subsumed by the conict discussed in Section 6.2.3.
A special case of the above conict which satises the following conditions:



The missing attribute is compatible with the entity, and
There exists an inference mechanism to deduce the value of the attribute.

Example:
STUDENT(SS#, Name, Type)
GRAD-STUDENT(SS#, Name)
STUDENT.Type can have values "UG" or "Grad"
GRAD-STUDENT does not have a Type attribute, but that can be implicitly
deduced to be "Grad".

In the above example, GRAD-STUDENT can be thought to have a Type attribute whose
default value is "Grad". The conict discussed in this section is dierent from the default value
conict in Section 6.1.5 which is an attribute level conict whereas the conict discussed here is
an entity level conict. The object classes may be considered semantically relevant as proposed
below.
The denition contexts of the two object classes can be dened as:
Cdef (STUDENT) = <(type, fgraduate, undergraduateg)>
Cdef (GRAD-STUDENT) = <(type, fgraduateg)>
The context in which semPro(STUDENT, GRAD-STUDENT) will be dened as:
glb(Cdef (STUDENT), Cdef (GRAD-STUDENT)) = <(types, fgraduateg)>
The abstraction is then computed by conditioning the original student abstraction wrt this new
context. This operation is formally dened in Section 8.
semPro(STUDENT, GRAD-STUDENT) = <SOME, M, (D1, D2), >
where M: STUDENT ! GRAD-STUDENT is a partial 1-1 value mapping
and Context = SOME = <(types, fgraduateg)>

6.3 Data Value Incompatibility

This class of conicts covers those incompatibilities that arise due to the values of the data
present in dierent databases BOT86]. These conicts are dierent from default value conicts
(Section 6.1.5) and attribute integrity constraint conicts (Section 6.1.6) in that the latter are
due to the dierences in the denitions of the domain types of the attributes. Here we refer
to the data values already existing in the database. Thus, the conicts here depend on the
database state. Since we are dealing with independent databases, it is not necessary that the
data values for the same entities in two dierent databases be consistent with each other.

Example:
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Figure 7: Entity Denition Incompatibilities and the likely types of semantic proximities
Consider two databases modeling the entity Ship
SHIP1(Id#, Name, Weight)
SHIP2(Id#, Name, Weight)
Consider a entity represented in both databases as follows :
SHIP1(123, USSEnterprise, 100)
SHIP2(123, USSEnterprise, 200)
Thus, we have the same entity for which SHIP1.Weight is not the same as
SHIP2.Weight, i.e., it has inconsistent values in the database.

6.3.1 Known Inconsistency

In this type of conict, the cause of inconsistency is known ahead of time and hence measures
can be initiated to resolve the inconsistency in the data values. For instance, it might be known
ahead of time that one database is more reliable than the other. This information can typically
be represented in the query context Cq and hence the objects may be considered state semantically relevant.
Cq = <(class, SHIP) (dataItem, fId#g) (choose-from, fDB1g)>
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <Cq , M, (D1, D2), (S1, S2 )>
where M is a total 1-1 value mapping between (D1, S1 ) and (D2, S2 ) (In this case the default is
(D1, S1 )).
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6.3.2 Temporary Inconsistency

In this type of conict, the inconsistency is of a temporary nature. This type of conict has
been identied in RSK91] and has been expressed as a temporal consistency predicate12. One of
the databases which has conicting values, might have obsolete information. This means that
the information stored in the databases is time dependent. The time lag information (t) can
be easily represented in the query context Cq and hence the objects may be considered state
semantically relevant. The semPro when projected wrt context gives the mapping dened below.
This is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.
Cq = <(class, SHIP) (dataItem, fWeightg) (timeLag, t)>
Here we model the state of an object as a function of time.
semPro(O1, O2 )=<Cq , total 1-1 value mapping, (D1, D2 ), (S1 , S2 )>
where S2 (t + t) = S1 (t).

6.3.3 Acceptable Inconsistency

In this type of conict, the inconsistencies between values from dierent databases might be
within an acceptable range. Thus, depending on the type of query being answered, the error
in the values of two inconsistent databases might be considered tolerable. The tolerance of the
inconsistency can be of a numerical or non numerical nature and can be easily represented in
the query context Cq and hence the objects may be considered state semantically relevant.

Example: Numerical Inconsistency

QUERY: Find the Tax Bracket of an Employee.
INCONSISTENCY: If the inconsistency in the value of an Employee Income is up to a fraction
of a dollar it may be ignored.
Cq = <(class, EMPLOYEE) (dataItem, fSalaryg) (epsValue, 0, 0.99])>

Example: Non numerical Inconsistency
QUERY: Find the State of Residence of an Employee.
INCONSISTENCY: If the Employee is recorded as staying in Edison and New Brunswick (both
are in New Jersey), then again the inconsistency may be ignored.
Cq = <(class, EMPLOYEE) (dataItem, fResidenceg) (epsValue, sameState)>
semPro(O1, O2 )=<Cq , partial many-one value mapping, (D1, D2), (S1 , S2 )>
where perturb(S1  ) = S2
and  is the discrepancy in the state of the two objects.

6.4 Abstraction Level Incompatibility

This class of conicts was rst discussed in DH84] in the context of the functional data model.
These incompatibilities arise when two semantically similar entities are represented at diering
levels of abstraction. Dierences in abstraction can arise due to the dierent levels of generality
Additional information on weaker criteria for consistency can be found in the literature on transaction models
(e.g., see SRK92]).
12
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Figure 8: Data value incompatibilities and the likely types of semantic proximities
at which an entity is represented in the database. They can also arise due to aggregation used
both at the entity as well as the attribute level.

6.4.1 Generalization Conicts

These conicts arise when two entities are represented at dierent levels of generalization in two
dierent databases.

Example:
Consider the entity "Graduate Students" which may be
represented in two different databases as follows :
STUDENT(Id#, Name, Major, Type)
GRAD-STUDENT(Id#, Name, Major)
Thus we have the same entity set being defined at a more general
level in the first database.

The denition contexts of the two object classes can be dened as:
Cdef (STUDENT) = <(type, fgraduate, undergraduateg)>
Cdef (GRAD-STUDENT) = <(type, fgraduateg)>
The context in which semPro(STUDENT, GRAD-STUDENT) will be dened as:
glb(Cdef (STUDENT), Cdef (GRAD-STUDENT)) = <(types, fgraduateg)>
The abstraction is then computed by conditioning the original student abstraction wrt this new
context. Thus, STUDENT and GRAD-STUDENT may be considered semantically relevant.
This operation is formally dened in Section 8.
semPro(STUDENT, GRAD-STUDENT) = <SOME, M, (D1, D2), >
where M: STUDENT ! GRAD-STUDENT is a partial 1-1 value mapping
and Context = SOME = <(types, fgraduateg)>

6.4.2 Aggregation Conicts

These conicts arise when an aggregation is used in one database to identify a set of entities
in another database. Also, the properties of the aggregate concept can be an aggregate of the
corresponding property of the set of entities.
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Figure 9: Abstraction level incompatibilities and the likely types of semantic proximities

Example:
Consider the aggregation SET-OF which is used to define a concept in the
first database and the set of entities in another database as follows :
CONVOY(Id#, AvgWeight, Location)
SHIP(Id#, Weight, Location, Captain)
Thus, CONVOY in the first database is a SET-OF SHIPs in the second
database. Also, CONVOY.AvgWeight is the average(aggregate function)
of SHIP.Weight, for every ship that is a member of the convoy.

In this case there is a mapping in one direction only, i.e., the an element of a set is mapped
to the set itself. In the other direction, the mapping is not precise. When the SHIP entity
is known, one can identify the CONVOY entity it belongs to, but not vice versa. Also, the
aggregation can be expressed in the denition context of CONVOY using the composition of
contextual coordinates as follows:
Cdef (CONVOY) = <(member, SHIP) (weight, ...) (location, ...)>
where weight = average(shipweight)
Cdef (SHIP) = <(shipweight, ...) (shiplocation, ...)>
where shiplocation = location
context = glb(Cdef (CONVOY), Cdef (SHIP))
semPro(CONVOY, SHIP) = <context, Aggregation, (D1, D2), >
Thus CONVOY and SHIP maybe considered semantically relevant.

6.5 Schematic Discrepancies

This class of conicts was discussed in DAODT85, KLK91]. It was noted that these conicts
can take place within the same data model and arise when data in one database correspond to
metadata of another database. This class of conicts is similar to that discussed in Section 6.3
when the conicts depend on the database state. We now analyze the problem and identify
three aspects with help of an example given in KLK91].

Example:

Consider three stock databases. All contain the closing price for each day of each stock in the
stock market. The schemata for the three databases are as follows:
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Database DB1 :



Database DB2 :



Database DB3 :

relation r : f(date, stkCode, clsPrice) : : : g
relation r : f(date, stk1, stk2, : : : ) : : : g
relation stk1 : f(date, clsPrice) : : : g,
relation stk2 : f(date, clsPrice) : : : g,
..
.

DB1 consists of a single relation that has a tuple per day per stock with its closing price.
DB2 also has a single relation, but with one attribute per stock, and one tuple per day, where
the value of the attribute is the closing price of the stock. DB3 has, in contrast, one relation per
stock that has a tuple per day with its closing price. Let us consider that the stkCode values in
DB1 are the names of the attributes, and in the other databases they are the names of relations
(e.g., stk1, stk2).

6.5.1 Data Value Attribute Conict

This conict arises when the value of an attribute in one database corresponds to an attribute
in another database. Thus, this kind of conict depends on the database state. Referring to
the above example, the values of the attribute stkCode in the database DB1 correspond to the
attributes stk1, stk2, : : : in the database DB2.
The mappings here are established between set of attributes (fOi g) and values in the extension of the other attribute (O2). This is possible, however only wrt the contexts of the databases
they are in. Thus the two objects may be considered to be meta semantically relevant and their
semantic proximity can be dened as follows:
semPro(fOig, O2 ) = <context, M, (D1, D2 ), (S1 , S2 )>
where context = glb(Cdef (DB1), Cdef (DB2))
and M is a total 1-1 mapping between fOi g and S2 .

6.5.2 Attribute Entity Conict

This conict arises when the same entity is being modeled as an attribute in one database and
a relation in another database. This kind of conict is dierent from the conicts dened in the
previous and next subsections because it depends on the database schema and not on the database
state. This conict can also be considered as a part of the entity denition incompatibility
(Section 6.2. Referring to the example described in the beginning of this section the attribute
stk1, stk2 in the database DB2 correspond to relations of the same name in the database DB3.
Objects O1 and O2 can be considered semantically relevant as 1-1 value mappings can be established between the domains of the attribute (O1) and the domain of the identifying attribute
of the entity (O2 ). It should be noted that O1 is an attribute (property) and O2 is an entity
(object class) and their denition contexts are needed to determine the identifying attribute of
the entity (O2 ).
semPro(O1, O2 ) = <context, total 1-1 value mapping, (D1, D2 ), >
where context = glb(Cdef (DB2), Cdef (DB3))
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Figure 10: Schematic Discrepancies and the likely types of semantic proximities
and D1 = Domain(O1 )
and D2 = Domain(Identier(O2 )).

6.5.3 Data Value Entity Conict

This conict arises when the value of an attribute in one database corresponds to a relation in
another database. Thus this kind of conict depends on the database state. Referring to the
example described in the beginning of this section, the values of the attribute stkCode in the
database DB1 correspond to the relations stk1, stk2 in the database DB3.
The mappings here are established between set of entities (fOi g) and values in the extension
of an attribute (O2). This is possible, however only wrt the contexts of the databases they are
in. Thus the two objects may be considered to be meta semantically relevant and their semantic
proximity can be dened as follows:
semPro(fOig, O2 ) = <context, M, (D1, D2 ), (S1 , S2 )>
where context = glb(Cdef (DB1), Cdef (DB2))
and M is a total 1-1 mapping between fOi g and S2 .

7 Structural Similarity: A component of Semantic Similarity
In this section we propose a uniform formalism for representation of structural similarities between objects which are called schema correspondences. These are associations between
object classes and types dened in the various databases and can be expressed using a modied
object algebra discussed in Section 7.1. The schema correspondences so dened are however a
part of the semantic proximity between the two object classes or types and are dependent on
the context in which the semantic proximity is dened. This is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.

7.1 Schema Correspondences: A uniform formalism for representation of
Abstraction

We propose a uniform formalism to represent the mappings which are generated to represent
the structural similarities between objects having schematic conicts and some semantic anity.
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This formalism is a generalization of the concept of connectors used to augment the relational
model in CRE87].
Given two objects O1 and O2 , the schema correspondence between them can be represented as

schCor(O1,O2) = <O1,attr(O1),O2,attr(O2 ),M>






O1 and O2 are objects in the model world. They are representations or intensional definitions in the model world. They may correspond to object class denitions or type
denitions in a database.
The objects enumerated above may model information at any level of representation (viz.
the entity or the attribute level). If an object Oi models information at the entity level,
then attr(Oi) denotes the representation of the attributes of the object class Oi . If Oi
models objects at the attribute level, then attr(Oi) is an empty set.
M is a mapping (possibly higher-order) expressing the correspondences between objects,
their attributes and the values of the objects/attributes. We shall use the object algebra
similar to the one dened in SZ90] to express the mappings between O1 and O2 . The
object algebraic operations used have been dened in the Appendix A.2.

Schema Correspondences and Context

We consider structure to be a part of semantics. This is achieved by the association between
the exported denition and association contexts and the object classes and types dened in the
database. Each information system exports the denition contexts of the objects it manages.
The exported context partially explicates the semantics of the object. This association might be
implemented in dierent ways by various component systems. We use schema correspondences
to express these associations.

schCor(OF ,O) = <OF ,fCij Ci 2 Cdef (O)g,O,attr(O),M>





OF is the exported federation object class of an object class or type denition O in the
database.
The attributes of the object OF are the contextual coordinates of the denition context
Cdef (O).
The rename operator renO (Ci ,Ai) stores the association between contextual coordinate
Ci and attribute Ai of object class O whenever there exists one13
The mapping M between OF and O can be evaluated using the rules specied in the
Appendix A.3 and illustrated in Section 7.2.

7.2 Schema Correspondences: Projection of semPro wrt Context

We discussed in Section 3 how representing structural similarities is not enough to capture
semantic similarity between two object classes. However, for any meaningful operation to be
performed on the computer, the semPro descriptor between two object classes has to be mapped
to a mathematical expression which would essentially express the structural correspondence
13

In some cases, a contextual coordinate Ci may not be associated with any attribute of the object class.
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between two object classes. Our approach is to associate the schema correspondences discussed
in the previous section with the context component of the semPro descriptor between two object
classes.
Our approach consists of the following three aspects:

The Semantic aspect: The semPro descriptor captures the real world semantics of the data in
the database through it's rst component, context. This includes intensional descriptions
of:





Object classes and their attributes.
The relationships between various object classes.
The implicit assumptions in the design of the object classes.
The constraints which the object classes and attributes obey.

The Data Organization aspect: This refers to the actual organization of the data in the

databases, e.g., the tables and views in a relational database, or the class hierarchy in
object-oriented databases.
The Mapping/Abstraction aspect: The schCor descriptor as dened in Section 7.1 captures
the mapping between the intensional descriptions and the object classes and types in a
database. This is expressed by utilizing the object algebraic operations dened in the
Appendix A.2. These correspondences retrieve objects from databases which satisfy the
constraints specied in the context.
The mapping aspect can be succinctly expressed as:

schCor(O1,O2) = Context(semPro(O1,O2))
Since the schema correspondences are associated with the context component of the semantic proximity, the schCor descriptor between two object classes is dened as the Projection of
the semPro descriptor wrt the Context. In Figure 11, we have illustrated the mapping perspective. E1, E2, E3, E4 are entities in the real world and O1, O2, O3, O4 are their representations in
the model word. Their relationships in the semantic space are represented by the semantic proximity descriptor and schema correspondences in the structural space. The semantic proximity
is projected wrt the contexts C1, C2, C3 to give the schema correspondences.
We have dened an algebra of operations which help dene the semantics of this Projection
operation stated above. The algebra is presented in the Appendix A.3. A similar work on
mapping intensional descriptions in CLASSIC to SQL queries has been done in BB93]. In
our approach however, the mappings to the actual data organization (which are expressed using
object algebraic operations dened in the Appendix A.2) are also associated with the intensional
descriptions (context which may be expressed using a CLASSIC like description logic language).
Whenever the context changes, we also keep track of the associated changes in the schema
correspondences. An algebra for the various changes in the schema correspondences is presented
in the Appendix A.4 and illustrated with examples in Section 8.
In the rest of this section, we explain the relationship between the context and the schema
correspondences with the help of examples. We shall use the terminology and operations dened
in Appendix A.1, the object algebraic operations dened in Appendix A.2 and the rules dened
for manipulating the semPro and schCor descriptors in Appendix A.3.
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Figure 11: From the Semantic to the Structural: Projection wrt Context
We also demonstrate the extra information being retrieved by associating the intensional
descriptions with the actual data organization. Thus, a context may be used to represent
aspects of semantics not represented in the database.

7.2.1 Using ontology for an intensional description of data

In Section 4.1, we choose the contextual coordinates Ci s and their values Vi s from an ontology.
We illustrate with the help of an example how information in an ontology may be mapped to
the actual data in the database.

Example:

Consider an object class EMPLOYEE dened in a database as follows:
EMPLOYEE(SS#,Name,Dept,SalaryType,Aliation)
The denition context of the object class EMPLOYEE may be dened as:
Cdef (EMPLOYEE) = <(employer,Deptypesfrestypesg])
(aliation,fteaching,research,non-teachingg)(reimbursement,fsalary,honorariumg)>





Deptypes is a type dened in the database.
The symbols for the contextual coordinates employer, aliation and reimbursement are
taken from the ontology. The association with the attributes of EMPLOYEE is stored by
the renEMPLOY EE (C, A) operator.
The symbols restypes, teaching, research, non-teaching, salary and honorarium may either
be taken from the ontology or submitted for inclusion into the ontology by the database
administrator.

As discussed in Section 7.1, we associate with denition context an object class EMPLOYEEF
which is exported to the federation of databases.
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semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)
= <Cdef (EMPLOYEE),M,(dom(EMPLOYEEF ),dom(EMPLOYEE)), >
where M is a mapping between the domains of the two object classes. The mapping M is
dened as a projection of the semPro descriptor and can be computed by the projection of the
semPro descriptor wrt to the denition context. We use the rules dened in the Appendix A.3
to compute this mapping. It thus relates information in the ontology to data in the database.
This projection is illustrated in Figure 12.
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semPro(EMPLOYEEF , EMPLOYEE)
<Cdef (EMPLOYEE), M, (dom(EMPLOYEEF), dom(EMPLOYEE)), _>

Cdef (EMPLOYEE)
= <(employer, [Deptypes U {restypes}] )
(affiliation, {teaching, research, non-teaching})
(reimbursement, {salary, honorarium})>

PROJECTION

schCor(EMPLOYEE F , EMPLOYEE)
<EMPLOYEEF , {employer,affiliation,reimbursement}, EMPLOYEE, {Dept,Affiliation,SalaryType}, M>
M <=> EMPLOYEEF

= OSelect((Dept IN [Deptypes U {research}])
AND (Affiliation IN {teaching,research,non-teaching})
AND (SalaryType IN {salary,honorarium}), EMPLOYEE)

Figure 12: Mapping EMPLOYEEF to object class EMPLOYEE in the database
Simple Sets Projection (Rule 2) )

Cdef (EMPLOY EE )(semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE))
= schCor(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)
= <EMPLOYEEF ,femployer,aliation,reimbursementg,EMPLOYEE,
frenEMPLOY EE (employer,Dept),renEMPLOY EE (aliation,Aliation),
renEMPLOY EE (reimbursement,SalaryType)g,M>
M  EMPLOYEEF = OSelect(p,EMPLOYEE)
p  (Dept2Deptypesfrestypesg])^(Aliation2fteaching,research,non-teachingg)^
(SalaryType2fsalary,honorariumg)

7.2.2 Domain Augmentation: Representing Extra Information

In this section, we demonstrate an interesting case where extra information can be stored with
the intensional descriptions of object classes. This case arises when a contextual coordinate
used to model the denition context of a class is not mapped to any of its attributes. We have
dened a special case of the strConstrain operator (see Appendix A.3, Constraint Application,
New Constraint, Non-existent Attribute Case, Rule 3.3) which would associate that information
with all members of that object class. This operator provides the extra information represented
which is not stored in the database. The extra information may however be used to perform
inferences at the federation level.

Example:

Consider an object class PUBLICATION dened in the database as follows:
PUBLICATION(Id,Title,Journal)
The denition context of the object class PUBLICATION is dened as:
Cdef (PUBLICATION) = <(researchArea,Deptypes)>
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Deptypes is a type dened in the database.

The contextual coordinate researchArea is not associated with any of the attributes of the
PUBLICATION, i.e. it is renamed to itself, renPUBLICATION (researchArea, researchArea).
Using the various rules from the algebra dened in the Appendix A.3, we now illustrate how
extra information is represented and how the relevant mappings are computed. This is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 13.
1. The semPro descriptor between PUBLICATIONF and PUBLICATION is:


semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= <Cdef (PUBLICATION),M,(dom(PUBLICATIONF ),unknown), >
where M is a mapping between the domains listed in the semPro descriptor.
Cdef (PUBLICATION) = glb(<(researchArea,Deptypes)>,<>)
2. Item 1 and Constraint Application (Rule 3) )
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= semConstrain(<(researchArea,Deptypes)>,semPro(PUBLICATION1,PUBLICATION)),
where semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION)
= <<>,M1 ,(dom(PUBLICATION1 ),dom(PUBLICATION)), >
3. Item 2 and Empty Context Projection (Rule 1) )
schCor(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION) = <PUBLICATION1 ,,PUBLICATION,,M1 >
M1  PUBLICATION1 =PUBLICATION
4. Item 2,3 and Constraint Application (New Constraint, Non-existent Attribute, Rule 3.3) )
schCor(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= Cdef (PUBLICATION )(semConstrain(<(researchArea,Deptypes)>,
semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION)))
= strConstrain(frenPUBLICATION (researchArea,researchArea)g,Deptypes,
schCor(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION))
= <PUBLICATIONF ,fresearchAreag,PUBLICATION,
frenPUBLICATION (researchArea,researchArea)g,M>
M  PUBLICATIONF =OProduct(makeObjectClass(researchArea,Deptypes),PUBLICATION1 )
=OProduct(makeObjectClass(researchArea,Deptypes),PUBLICATION)
5. Item 4 )
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= <Cdef (PUBLICATION),M,(dom(PUBLICATIONF ),dom(PUBLICATION)



Deptypes), >

The constraint of all publications having research areas which are associated with the
Departments is not represented in the database.
It is however represented in the object class PUBLICATIONF , which is exported to the
federation. This is achieved by augmentation of dom(PUBLICATION), i.e.,
dom(PUBLICATIONF )  dom(Id) dom(Title) dom(Journal) Deptypes.
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semPro(PUBLICATIONF, PUBLICATION)

[A]

<Cdef (PUBLICATION), M, (dom(PUBLICATIONF ), dom(PUBLICATION)X Deptypes),_>
PROJECTION

[B]
semConstrain

strConstrain

[D]

Cdef (PUBLICATION)
researchArea

Deptypes

<(researchArea, Deptypes)>
[C]
semPro(PUBLICATION1 , PUBLICATION)
<<>, M1, (dom(PUBLICATION1 ), dom(PUBLICATION)),_>
PROJECTION

<>
= PROJECTION

schCor(PUBLICATION1, PUBLICATION)
<PUBLICATION1 , {}, PUBLICATION,{},M1 >
M1<=> PUBLICATION1

Cdef(PUBLICATION)

= PUBLICATION

[E]
schCor(PUBLICATION
Figure 13: Domain Augmentation:
Mapping PUBLICATION
F , PUBLICATION)
F to object class PUBLICATION
in the database
<PUBLICATIONF, {researchArea}, PUBLICATION, {researchArea}, M>





M <=> PUBLICATIONF = OProduct(makeObject(researchArea, Deptypes),PUBLICATION 1 )

As noted above, this is an implicit=constraint
represented only at
the federation
level and
OProduct(makeObject(researchArea,
Deptypes),
PUBLICATION)
used to make inferences about information in the database without actually accessing the
database.
In this manner one can associate extra information available in the ontology with object classes in the database. Obviously, the information which can be associated thus is
bounded by the ontology.

7.2.3 Representing relationships between object classes

In this section, we illustrate with the help of an example how context can be used to capture
relationships between object classes which may not be represented in the database.

Example:

In Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 we have dened the object classes EMPLOYEE and PUBLICATION.
Consider an object class in the same database which represents a relationship between employees
and the publications they write,
HAS-PUBLICATION(SS#,Id)
Using various rules from the algebra dened in the Appendix A.3, we now illustrate how extra
information may be represented and how the relevant mappings may be computed. This is
diagrammatically illustrated in Figure 14.
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1. The semPro descriptor between HAS-PUBLICATIONF and HAS-PUBLICATION is:
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= <Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION),M,(dom(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ),unknown), >
where Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION) = <(article,PUBLICATION)
(author, EMPLOYEECass (EMPLOYEE, HAS-PUBLICATION))>
where Cass (EMPLOYEE, HAS-PUBLICATION) = <(aliation, fresearchg)>
2. The denition context can be re-written as:
Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION)
= glb(<(author,EMPLOYEECass (EMPLOYEE,HAS-PUBLICATION))>,
glb(<(article,PUBLICATION)>,<>))
3. Item 2 and Constraint Application (Rule 3), semPro Combination (Rule 5.1) )
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= semConstrain(<(author,EMPLOYEE <Cass (EMPLOYEE,HAS-PUBLICATION))>,
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION))
= semCombine(author,semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
semCondition(Cass (EMPLOYEE,HAS-PUBLICATION),semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)))
4. Item 3 and Empty Context Lifting (Rule 4.1), Constraint Lifting Application (Rule 4.2) )
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= semCombine(author,semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semConstrain(<(aliation,fresearchg)>,semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)))
5. Consider the semPro descriptor between HAS-PUBLICATION1 and HAS-PUBLICATION
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= <Cntxt1,M1,(dom(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ),unknown), >
where Cntxt1 = glb(<(article,PUBLICATION)>,<>)
and can be rewritten as glb(<(article,PUBLICATION <>)>,<>)
6. Item 5 and Constraint Application (Rule 3), semPro Combination (Rule 5), Empty Context
Lifting (Rule 4.1) )
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= semConstrain(<(article,PUBLICATION <>)>,
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION))
= semCombine(article,semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semCondition(<>,semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)))
= semCombine(article,semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))
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7. Consider the semPro descriptor between HAS-PUBLICATION2 and HAS-PUBLICATION
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= <Cntxt2,M2,(dom(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ),dom(HAS-PUBLICATION)), >
= <<>,M2 ,(dom(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ),dom(HAS-PUBLICATION)), >
Items 2,3,6 ) Cntxt2 = <>
8. Item 7 and Empty Context Projection (Rule 1) )
schCor(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= <HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,,HAS-PUBLICATION,,M2 >
M2  HAS-PUBLICATION2 = HAS-PUBLICATION
9. Consider the semPro descriptor between PUBLICATIONF and PUBLICATION
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= <Cdef (PUBLICATION),M3 ,(dom(PUBLICATIONF ),dom(PUBLICATION)), >
= <<>,M3 ,(dom(PUBLICATIONF ),dom(PUBLICATION)), >
Assumption ) Cdef (PUBLICATION) = <>
10. Item 9 and Empty Context Projection (Rule 1) )
schCor(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= <PUBLICATIONF ,,PUBLICATION,,M3 >
M3  PUBLICATIONF = PUBLICATION
11. Item 6,7,9 and semPro Combination (New Constraint and Existent Attributes, Rule 5.1) )
schCor(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
Cntxt1 (semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION))
= strCombine(frenHAS ;PUBLICATION (article,Id),renPUBLICATION (article,Id)g,
<> (semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)),
<> (semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)))
12. Item 8,10,11 and Empty Context Lifting and Projection (Rule 4.1), Empty Context Projection
(Rule 1) )
schCor(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= strCombine(fId,Idg,schCor(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION),
schCor(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))
semPro Combination (New Constraint and Existent Attributes, Rule 5.1) )
= <HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,farticleg,fHAS-PUBLICATION,PUBLICATIONg,fIdg,M4 >
M4  HAS-PUBLICATION1 =OJoin((Id=Id),HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,PUBLICATIONF )
Item 10,11 )
=OJoin((Id=Id),HAS-PUBLICATION,PUBLICATION)
13. Item 12 )
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= <Cntxt1,M4,
(dom(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ),dom(HAS-PUBLICATION) dom(PUBLICATION)), >
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14. Item 4,5 and semPro Combination (New Constraint and Existent Attributes, Rule 5.1) )
schCor(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= Cdef (HAS ;PUBLICATION )(semPro(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION))
= strCombine(frenEMPLOY EE (author,SS#),renHAS ;PUBLICATION (author,SS#)g,
Cntxt1 (semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)),
Cass(EMPLOY EEHAS ;PUBLICATION )(semConstrain(<(aliation,fresearchg)>,
semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE))))
15. Example in Section 7.2.1 )
schCor(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)
= <EMPLOYEEF ,femployer,aliation,reimbursementg,EMPLOYEE,
fDept,Aliation,SalaryTypeg,M5 >
M5  EMPLOYEEF = OSelect(p,EMPLOYEE)
p  (Dept2Deptypesfrestypesg)^(Aliation2fteaching,non-teaching,researchg)^
(SalaryType2fsalary,honorariumg)
16. Item 15 and Constraint Application (Modied Constraint and Existent Attribute, Rule 3.2) )
schCor(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE)
= Cass(EMPLOY EEHAS ;PUBLICATION )(semConstrain(<(aliation,fresearchg)>,
semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)))
= strConstrain(renEMPLOY EE (aliation,Aliation),fresearchg,
schCor(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE))
= <EMPLOYEE1 ,faliationg,EMPLOYEE,fAliationg,M6 >
M6  EMPLOYEE1 =OSelect((Aliation2fresearchg)^p,EMPLOYEE)
17. Item 11,14,16 )
schCor(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= strCombine(fSS#,SS#g,schCor(HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION),
schCor(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE))
18. Item 12,16,17 )
schCor(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= <HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,fauthor,articleg,
fPUBLICATION,HAS-PUBLICATION,EMPLOYEEg,fSS#,Idg,M>
M  HAS-PUBLICATIONF = OJoin((SS#=SS#),HAS-PUBLICATION1 ,EMPLOYEE1)
= OJoin((SS#=SS#),OJoin((Id=Id),HAS-PUBLICATION,PUBLICATION),
OSelect((Aliation2fresearchg)^p,EMPLOYEE))
19. Item 17 )
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
=<Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION),M,(dom(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ),
dom(HAS-PUBLICATION) dom(PUBLICATION) dom(EMPLOYEE)), >
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semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION F ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
M <=> HAS-PUBLICATIONF = OJoin((SS# = SS#), OJoin((Id=Id),HAS-PUBLICATION,PUBLICATION),
OSelect((Affiliation IN {research}) AND (...) AND (...), EMPLOYEE))
<(author, EMPLOYEEo<(affiliation, {research})>)
(article, PUBLICATION)>

[A]
semCombine

<(affiliation, {research})>
<(article, PUBLICATIONo<>)>

[B]

author

[F]

semCombine

semConstrain

M <=> HAS-PUBLICATION 1
= OJoin((Id=Id),HAS-PUBLICATION,
PUBLICATION)

article

M <=> EMPLOYEE1
= OSelect((Affiliation IN {research}) AND
(Dept IN ...) AND (SalaryType IN ...), EMPLOYEE)

<(affiliation, {research})>
<>

<>

[C]
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION 2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)

Cdef (EMPLOYEE)

M <=> HAS-PUBLICATION2 = HAS-PUBLICATION

[G]
semPro(EMPLOYEEF , EMPLOYEE)

[D]

M <=> EMPLOYEEF
=OSelect((Dept IN ...) AND (Affiliation IN ...) AND
(SalaryType IN ...), EMPLOYEE)

semConstrain
M<=> PUBLICATION1= PUBLICATION

C (PUBLICATION)
Figure 14: Correlation of Information
between HAS-PUBLICATION, PUBLICATION and EM[E]
PLOYEE<>
semPro(PUBLICATION ,PUBLICATION)
def

F

M <=> PUBLICATIONF = PUBLICATION
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In this case the object class HAS-PUBLICATION is dened in the context of the object
classes EMPLOYEE and HAS-PUBLICATION already dened in the database. Thus the
denition context of HAS-PUBLICATION depends on these two classes.
A dierent perspective is that HAS-PUBLICATION represents a view capturing the semantic dependencies between the object classes and may not be actually stored in the
database.
Whenever HAS-PUBLICATIONF is exported to the federation, it depends on EMPLOYEEF
and PUBLICATIONF . This is reected in the denition of the Projection operation.

7.2.4 Composition of Contextual Coordinates: Representing extra information

In this section, we illustrate an example in which extra information can be represented using
intensional descriptions because of the following:
 One contextual coordinate is the composition14 of contextual coordinates, each of which
is mapped to the attributes of an object.
 One of the "subparts" of the contextual coordinate is not mapped to any of the attributes
of another object (as in Section 7.2.2).

Example:

Consider a database containing the following object classes:
PUBLICATION(Id, Title, Journal)
JOURNAL(Title, Area)
Using the various rules from the algebra dened in the Appendix A.3, we now illustrate how
extra information may be represented and how the relevant mappings may be computed. The
resulting correlation of information is illustrated in Figure 15.
1. The semPro descriptor between PUBLICATIONF and PUBLICATION is:
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= <Cdef (PUBLICATION),M,(dom(PUBLICATIONF ),unknown), >
where Cdef (PUBLICATION) = <(researchInfo,JOURNALCass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION))>
and researchInfo = compose(researchArea,journalTitle)
and Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION) = <(researchArea,Deptypes)(journalTitle,JournalTypes)>
2. The denition context can be re-written as:
Cdef (PUBLICATION)
= glb(<(researchInfo,JOURNALCass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION))>,<>)
3. Item 2 and Constraint Application (Rule 3), semPro Combination (Rule 5) )
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= semConstrain(<(researchInfo,JOURNALCass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION))>,
semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION))
= semCombine(researchInfo,semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),
semCondition(Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION),semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL)))
14

May be obtained from the ontology.
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4. Consider the semPro descriptor between PUBLICATION1 , and PUBLICATION
semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION)
= <Cntxt1,M1,(dom(PUBLICATION1 ),dom(PUBLICATION)), >
= <<>,M1 ,(dom(PUBLICATION1 ),dom(PUBLICATION)), >
Item 2,3 ) Cntxt1 = <>
5. Item 3 and Empty Context Projection (Rule 1) )
schCor(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION)
= <PUBLICATION1 ,,PUBLICATION,,M1 >
M1  PUBLICATION1 =PUBLICATION
6. Constraint Lifting Application and Projection (Rule 4.2), Constraint Application (New Constraint and Existent Attributes (Rule 3.1) (each applied twice) and Empty Context Lifting and
Projection (Rule 4.1), Empty Context Projection (Rule 1) )
schCor(JOURNAL1 ,JOURNAL)
= Cass(JOURNALPUBLICATION )(semCondition(Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION),
semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL)))
= <JOURNAL1 ,fresearchArea,journalTitleg,JOURNAL,
frenJOURNAL(researchArea,Area),renJOURNAL(journalTitle,Title)g,M2 >
M2  JOURNAL1 =OSelect((Area2Deptypes)^(Title2JournalTypes),JOURNAL)
7. Item 3 and semPro Combination Projection (Rule 5) )
schCor(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= Cdef (PUBLICATION )(semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))
= strCombine(frenPUBLICATION (researchInfo,X),renJOURNAL(researchInfo,Y)g,
Cntxt1 (semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION)),
Cass(JOURNALPUBLICATION )(semCondition(Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION),
semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL))))
8. Item 1 and Contextual Coordinate Composition (Rule 5.3) )
renPUBLICATION (researchInfo,X)
= compose(renPUBLICATION (researchArea,researchArea),renPUBLICATION (journalTitle,Journal)
renJOURNAL(researchInfo,X)
= compose(renJOURNAL (researchArea,Area),renJOURNAL(journalTitle,Title))
9. Item 4,5,6,7,8 )
schCor(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= strCombine(fcompose(researchArea,Journal),compose(Area,Title)g,
schCor(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),schCor(JOURNAL1 ,JOURNAL))
= <PUBLICATIONF ,fresearchInfog,fJOURNAL,PUBLICATIONg,
fTitle,Journal,Area,researchAreag,M>
M  PUBLICATIONF = OJoin((researchArea=Area)^(Title=Journal),PUBLICATION,
OSelect((Area2Deptypes)^(Title2JournalTypes),JOURNAL))
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semPro(PUBLICATIONF, PUBLICATION)
[A]
semCombine

<(researchInfo, JOURNALo<(researchArea,Deptypes)
(journalTitle, JournalTypes)>)>

PROJECTION
researchInfo

[D]
strCombine

{compose(researchArea,Journal),
compose(Area,Title) }

<>

=
PROJECTION

[B]
semPro(PUBLICATION1 , PUBLICATION)

<(researchArea,Deptypes)
(journalTitle, JournalTypes)>

[C]
semPro(JOURNAL 1 , JOURNAL)
<>

PROJECTION

PROJECTION

<(researchArea,Deptypes)
(journalTitle, JournalTypes)>

schCor(JOURNAL1 , JOURNAL)
schCor( PUBLICATION1 , PUBLICATION)
M <=> PUBLICATION1

M <=> JOURNAL 1
= OSelect((Area IN Deptypes) AND
(Title IN JournalTypes), JOURNAL)

= PUBLICATION

[E] due to composition of contexFigure 15: Correlation between PUBLICATION and JOURNAL
schCor(PUBLICATION F, PUBLICATION)
tual coordinates

10. Item 9 )

M <=> PUBLICATIONF
= OJoin((researchArea=Area) AND (Title = Journal), PUBLICATION,
OSelect((Area IN Deptypes) AND (Title IN JournalTypes), JOURNAL))

semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= <Cdef (PUBLICATION),M,(dom(PUBLICATIONF ),
dom(PUBLICATION) dom(JOURNAL)), >
Several things may be noted here:





Similar to the example in Section 7.2.2, the contextual coordinate researchArea is not
mapped to the attributes of the object class PUBLICATION.
In this case, extra information is being added to the PUBLICATIONF object exported
to the federation. The composition of coordinates leads to a selective and implicit domain augmentation of Deptypes to the object class PUBLICATION, through the OJoin
operation.
This type of a relationship can not be expressed in the database as it depends on the
semantic composition of contextual coordinates such that one of them is not mapped to
attributes of an object class. Without the knowledge of composition of attributes, this
would not be possible.
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7.2.5 Representation of Incomplete Information

The intensional description of the denition contexts can be easily used to represent incomplete
information. Traditional database approaches have used NULL values to represent incomplete
information. The semantics of NULL values is not always clear (e.g., a NULL value can mean
unknown or not applicable) and this can be a problem while retrieving incomplete information
from the database. We can use intensional descriptions in an attempt to describe incomplete
information and to avoid the problems associated with NULL values.

Example: Consider the following denition context of the object class PUBLICATION.
Cdef (PUBLICATION) = <(title,fxjsubstring(x)="abortion"g)>
This represents a constraint on the instances of the object class PUBLICATION such that
all the titles should have the word "abortion" in them. This does not specify the title of each
instance of PUBLICATION completely. This information can be represented with the object
class PUBLICATIONF at the federation level and can help in querying the database in face of
incomplete information.

8 Applications of Context
In Section 7.2, we showed modeling of schema correspondences as the projection of the semPro
descriptor wrt the denition context. In this section, we shall look at examples in which the
semPro descriptors are lifted Guh91] to dierent contexts. Lifting a semPro to a dierent
context means re-evaluating the semPro in a context which is dierent from the one it was
dened in the rst place. The rules of the algebra dened in Appendix A.4 help us illustrate
the changes in the schema correspondences as a result of the changes in the context they are
associated with.
We show how query processing can be implemented by the comparison of the denition contexts of the object classes in the database with the query context. In particular, we illustrate
the processes of information focusing and information correlation. We shall use the example in
KS94] to illustrate some key points. Throughout this section we shall use the following query
and it's associated context:
Get all Congressmen and Senators who have published papers on the socio-political implications of the abortion issue.

CQ = <(author,X) (designee,X) (employer,flegislative,restypesg)
(article,Y <(title,fuj substring(u) = "abortion"g)>)
(researchArea,fsocialSciences,politicsg)>

8.1 Information Focusing: Modi cation of Schema Correspondence

In this section we illustrate how information focusing takes place as a result of comparing the
query context and the denition context of an object class in the database. This is a simple case
where the denition context of the object class doesn't depend on other object classes.
In Figure 16, we compare Cdef (EMPLOYEE) and CQ . This helps us identify all the employees who do research as being relevant to the query Q.
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CQ

Cdef(EMPLOYEE)
<(employer,{deptypes,restypes})
(affiliation, {teaching,research,non-teaching})
(reimbursement ,{salary,honorarium})>

<(author,X)(designee,X)
(employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article,Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"})>)
(researchArea,{socialSciences,politics})>

compare( Cdef(EMPLOYEE), CQ)
<(employer,{restypes})>

Figure 16: Context Comparison: Focusing on the relevant employees
Using the rules dened in the algebra in Appendix A.4, we illustrate how the schema correspondence associated with the denition context changes as a result of the changes in the
denition context. The changes in the denition context are diagrammatically illustrated in
Figure 17.
1. From Section 7.2.1 we have:
schCor(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)
= <EMPLOYEEF ,femployer,aliation,reimbursementg,EMPLOYEE,
fDept,Aliation,SalaryTypeg,M>
M  EMPLOYEEF = OSelect(p,EMPLOYEE)
p  (Dept2Deptypesfrestypesg])^(Aliation2fteaching,research,non-teachingg)^
(SalaryType2fsalary,honorariumg)
2. Specialized Constraint Lifting Application (Rule 7.2) )
semCompare(CQ,semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE))
= comCompare(<(author,X)>,semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)))
where CQ = glb(<(author,X)>,Cntxt1)
3. Since author2= Cdef (EMPLOYEE) Item 2 and Focusing Constraints (New Constraint, Nonexistent Attribute, Rule 6.1) )
semCompare(CQ,semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)
= semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE))
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4. Repeated applications of Specialized Constraint Lifting Application (Rule 7.2) and Focusing
Constraints (New Constraint, Non-existent Attribute, Rule 6.1) )
semCompare(CQ,semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)
= comCompare(<(employer,flegislative,restypesg>,semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE))
Focusing Constraints (Modied Constraint, Existent attribute, Rule 6.2) and Constraint Application
(Modied Constraint, Existent attribute, Rule 3.2) )
= semConstrain(<(employer,frestypesg)>,semPro(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE))
where Cntxt = glb(<(employer,frestypesg)>,Cntxt1)
and Cntxt1 = <(aliation,fteaching,research,non-teachingg)
(reimbursement,fsalary,honorariumg)>
5. Item 4 and two applications of Constraint Application (New Constraint and Existent Attribute,
Rule 3.1) and Empty Context Projection (Rule 1) )
schCor(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE)
= Cntxt1 (semPro(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE))
= <EMPLOYEE1 ,faliation,reimbursementg,EMPLOYEE,fAliation,SalaryTypeg,M1 >
M1  EMPLOYEE1 =OSelect(p,EMPLOYEE)
p  (Aliation2fteaching,research,non-teachingg)^(SalaryType2fsalary,honorariumg)
6. Item 1,4,5 and Constraint Application Projection (Rule 3) )
Cntxt (semConstrain(<(employer,frestypesg)>,semPro(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE)))
= strConstrain(renEMPLOY EE (employer,Dept),frestypesg,
Cntxt1 (semPro(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE)))
= strConstrain(Dept,frestypesg,schCor(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE))
= <ANSWER,femployer,aliation,reimbursementg,EMPLOYEE,
fDept,Aliation,SalaryTypeg,M1 >
M1  ANSWER=OSelect((Dept2frestypesg),EMPLOYEE1 )
=OSelect((Dept2frestypesg)^p,EMPLOYEE)
Thus we see how the schema correspondence between EMPLOYEEF and EMPLOYEE is modied to focus onto the relevant employees.

8.2 Information Focusing: Modi cation of Schema Correspondence of a related object class
In this section we illustrate how information focusing takes place by modifying the schema
correspondence of a related object class. In this case, the comparison takes place between the
query context and the denition context of an object class which contains another object class.
In Figure 18 we compare Cdef (PUBLICATION) with CQ and determine the research areas
social sciences and politics as being relevant to the query Q.
Using the rules dened in the algebra in Appendix A.4, we illustrate how the schema correspondence associated with the denition context changes as a result of the changes in the
denition context. The changes in the denition context are diagrammatically illustrated in
Figure 19.
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semCompare
Cdef (EMPLOYEE)
<(author,X) (designee,X)
(employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article, Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"})>)
(researchArea, {socialSciences,politics})>

=>

semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)

comCompare
<(employer, [Deptypes U {restypes}])
(affiliation, {...}) (reimbursement, {...})>

<(employer,{legislative,restypes})>

semPro(EMPLOYEEF ,EMPLOYEE)
=>

semConstrain
<(affiliation, {...}) (reimbursement, {...})>

<(employer,{restypes})>

semPro(EMPLOYEE1,EMPLOYEE)

Figure 17: Information Focusing: The main steps

Cdef(PUBLICATION)

<(researchInfo,
JOURNALo <(researchArea,Deptypes)
(journalTitle,journalTypes)>)>

CQ
<(author,X)(designee,X)
(employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article,Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"}>)
(researchArea,{socialSciences,politics})>

compare( Cdef(PUBLICATION), CQ )

<(researchInfo,
JOURNALo <(journalTitle,journalTypes)
(researchArea,{socialSciences,politics})>)>

Figure 18: Context Comparison: Focusing on the relevant research areas
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1. From the example in Section 7.2.4 we have:
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= semCombine(researchInfo,semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),
semCondition(Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION),semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL)))
Cdef (PUBLICATION) = <(researchInfo,JOURNALCass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION))>
schCor(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)
= <PUBLICATIONF ,fresearchInfog,fPUBLICATION,JOURNALg,
fTitle,Journal,Area,researchAreag,M1 >
M1  PUBLICATIONF = OJoin((researchArea=Area)^(Title=Journal),PUBLICATION,
OSelect((Area2Deptypes)^(Title2JournalTypes),JOURNAL))
2. Item 1 and Specialized Context Lifting and semPro Combination (Rule 7.3) )
semCompare(CQ,semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))
= semCompare(CQ,semCombine(researchInfo,semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),
semCondition(Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION),semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL))))
= semCombine(researchInfo,semCompare(CQ,semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION)),
semCompare(CQ,semCondition(Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION),
semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL))))
3. Repeated Applications of Focusing Constraints (New Constraints, Non-existent Attribute, Rule
6.1) and Specialized Constraint Lifting Application (Rule 7.5) )
semCompare(CQ,semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))
= semCombine(researchInfo,semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),
semCompare(CQ,semCondition(Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION),
semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL))))
4. Item 3 and Specialized and Ordinary Context Lifting (Rule 7.4) )
semCompare(CQ,semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))
= semCombine(researchInfo,semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),
semCompare(glb(CQ,Cass (JOURNAL,PUBLICATION)),semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL)))
= semCombine(researchInfo,semPro(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),
semCompare(<(researchArea,fsocialSciences,politicsg)(journalTitle,journalTypes)>,
semPro(JOURNALF ,JOURNAL)))
5. Thus we see from the 3rd argument of the semCombine operator, that though the denition
context of PUBLICATION and the query context are compared, it is the schema correspondence between JOURNALF and JOURNAL which is modied to nd the relevant
publications.
6. Considering the relevant projection operations we have:
schCor(JOURNAL2 ,JOURNAL)
= <(researchAreafsocialSciencespoliticsg)(journalTitlejournalTypes)> (semPro(JOURNAL2 ,JOURNAL))
= <(JOURNAL2 ,fresearchArea,journalTitleg,JOURNAL,fArea,Titleg,M1 >
M1  JOURNAL2 = OSelect((Area2fsocialSciences,politicsg)^(Title2JournalTypes),JOURNAL)
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semCompare
<(author,X) (designee,X)
(employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article, Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"})>)
(researchArea, {socialSciences,politics})>

semCombine
<(researchArea, Deptypes)
(journalTitle, JournalTypes)>
<>

researchInfo

semPro(PUBLICATION1, PUBLICATION)
semPro(JOURNAL 1 , JOURNAL)
semCombine

=>
researchInfo

semCompare

semCompare
<(researchArea, Deptypes)
(journalTitle, JournalTypes)>
<>

<(author,X) (designee,X)
(employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article, Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"})>)
(researchArea, {socialSciences,politics})>

=>

semPro(PUBLICATION1, PUBLICATION)
semPro(JOURNAL 1 , JOURNAL)

semCombine
semConstrain

researchInfo
<>

semPro(PUBLICATION1, PUBLICATION)

<(researchArea,
{socialSciences,politics})>

<(journalTitle,
JournalTypes)>

semPro(JOURNAL 2 , JOURNAL)

Figure 19: Propagation of Information Focusing from JOURNAL to PUBLICATION
7. From the example in Section 7.2.4 we have:
schCor(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION)
= <PUBLICATION1 ,,PUBLICATION,,M2 >
M2  PUBLICATION1 =PUBLICATION
8. Item 6,7 and applying the relevant projection rules )
strCombine(frenPUBLICATION (researchInfo,X),renJOURNAL(researchInfo,Y)g,
schCor(PUBLICATION1 ,PUBLICATION),schCor(JOURNAL2 ,JOURNAL))
= <ANSWER,fresearchInfog,fPUBLICATION,JOURNALg,
fTitle,Journal,Area,researchAreag,M3 >
M3  ANSWER = OJoin((researchArea=Area)^(Title=Journal),PUBLICATION1 ,JOURNAL2 ))
= OJoin((researchArea=Area)^(Title=Journal),PUBLICATION,
OSelect((Area2fsocialSciences,politicsg)^(Title2JournalTypes),JOURNAL))
There are various types of information focusing taking place here:


In the JOURNAL object class only the instances that belong to the areas of the socialSciences and politics are considered. This helps to focus on the journals belonging to
only those two areas.
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CQ

Cdef(HAS-PUBLICATION)

<(author,X)(designee,X)
(employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article,Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"})>)
(researchArea,{socialSciences,politics})>

<(author,EMPLOYEEo<(affiliation,{research}>)
(article,PUBLICATION)>

compare( Cdef(HAS-PUBLICATION), CQ)
<(author,EMPLOYEEo<(affiliation,{research})>)
(article,PUBLICATIONo<(title,{x | substring(x) = "abortion"})>)>

Figure 20: Context Comparison: Focusing on the relevant publications



The join condition ensures that only the articles published in the journals belonging to
the areas of socialSciences and politics are considered.
The information focusing in the object class JOURNAL is propagated to help focus information in the object class PUBLICATION.

8.3 Information Focusing: Incorporating constraints from the Query

In this section, we illustrate how information focusing occurs when a constraint specied in the
query context is applied to an object class. This results in selecting only those instances from
the object class which satisfy these constraints. In Figure 20, the query context CQ is compared
to Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION). Information is thus focused to only those publications that have
the word "abortion" in their titles.
Using the rules dened in the algebra in Appendix A.4, we illustrate how the schema correspondence associated with the denition context changes as a result of the changes in the
denition context. The changes in the denition context are diagrammatically illustrated in
Figure 21.
1. From the example in Section 7.2.3 we have:
Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION)
= <(author,EMPLOYEECass(EMPLOYEE,HAS-PUBLICATION))
(article,PUBLICATIONCass (PUBLICATION,HAS-PUBLICATION))>
where Cass (PUBLICATION,HAS-PUBLICATION) = <>
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
= semCombine(author,semCombine(article,
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semCondition(Cass (PUBLICATION,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))),...)
2. The query context may be rewritten as:
CQ = glb(<(author,XCconstr (X,ANSWER))>,Cntxt2)
where Cconstr (X,ANSWER) = <>
3. Item 1,2 and Constraint Context and Specialized Context Lifting (Rule 7.4) )
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semCompare(CQ,semPro(HAS-PUBLICATIONF ,HAS-PUBLICATION))
= comConstrain(<(author,X)>,semCompare(Cntxt2,semCombine(article,...,...)),
semCompare(Cntxt2,semCondition(...,...)))
4. Repeated Applications of Specialized Context Lifting and semPro Combination (Rule 7.3) and
Constraint Context and Specialized Context Lifting (Rule 7.4) )
semCompare(Cntxt2,semCombine(article,...,...))
= comConstrain(<(article,YCconstr (Y,ANSWER))>,
semCombine(article,semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semCondition(Cass (PUBLICATION,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))))
where Cconstr (Y,ANSWER) = <(title,fxj substring(x)="abortion"g>
5. Constraint Incorporation (Rule 8) )
semCompare(Cntxt2,semCombine(article,...,...))
= semCombine(article,...,semCompare(Cconstr (PUBLICATION,ANSWER),
semCondition(Cass (PUBLICATION,HAS-PUBLICATION),
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION))))
Specialized and Ordinary Context Lifting (Rule 7.5) )
= semCombine(article,...,semCompare(
glb(Cconstr (PUBLICATION,ANSWER),Cass (PUBLICATION,HAS-PUBLICATION)),
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)))
= semCombine(article,...,semConstrain(<(title,fxj substring(x) = "abortion"g)>,
semPro(PUBLICATIONF ,PUBLICATION)))
6. Thus the constraint which limits the titles of the article to those that contain the word
"abortion" is incorporated by the comparison of CQ and Cdef (HAS-PUBLICATION) and
is propagated to the object class PUBLICATION.

8.4 Intra-database Correlation of Information

The representation of context and it's association with schema correspondences mapping the
context to the actual storage of data in the database helps to correlate information within a
database in the following ways:





There is correlation between object classes and type denitions which are not part of the
object class denition. This achieved by mapping the intensional description to the actual
classes. This is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.2.
There is correlation between an object class and other object classes which are part of the
denition context of the original object class. This is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.3.
There is correlation between two object classes due to the composition of contextual coordinates and one being a part of the denition context of the other. This is discussed in
detail in Section 7.2.4.
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semCompare
semCombine
<(author,X) (designee,X)
(employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article, Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"})>)
(researchArea, {socialSciences,politics})>

author

semPro(EMPLOYEE 1 ,EMPLOYEE)

semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION 1 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
=>

semCombine
author

semCompare

semCompare
semCombine

<(designee,X) (employer,{legislative,restypes})
(article, Yo<(title,{x | substring(x)="abortion"})>)
(researchArea, {socialSciences,politics})>

article
semPro(PUBLICATION1 , PUBLICATION)

semPro(EMPLOYEE 1 ,EMPLOYEE)
semPro(HAS-PUBLICATION 2 ,HAS-PUBLICATION)
=>

semCombine
author

semCombine

semCompare
............

article

<(title, {x | substring(x)="abortion"})>

semCompare
semConstrain

.........

semPro(PUBLICATIONF , PUBLICATION)

Figure 21: Incorporating constraints from the query
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8.5 Inter-database Correlation of Information

In this section, we discuss the correlation of information from dierent databases. This correlation is typically triggered by specifying the same variables for dierent contextual coordinates.
These contextual coordinates might be mapped to attributes of dierent object classes in different databases. This is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 22. It may be noted that the
correlation can also take place in the presence of other constraints.

Example:

Consider two databases with the following object classes:
DB1 : WRITER(SS#,Name,...)
DB2 : OFFICIAL(SS#,Name,...)
renWRITER(author,SS#), renWRITER(designee,designee)
renOFFICIAL (author,author), renOFFICIAL (designee,SS#)
Let CQ = <(author,X)(designee,X)>
Intuitively this models the context of a query which requires all people who are both writers
and ocials with a designated post. DB1 contains information about writers and DB2 contains
information about ocials. Using the rules dened in the algebra in Appendix A.4, we illustrate
how the schema correspondence associated with the denition context changes as a result of the
changes in the denition context. The changes in the denition context are diagrammatically
illustrated in Figure 22.
1. Information Correlation (Rule 9), Specialized Constraint Lifting Application (Rule 7.2), Focusing Constraints (New Constraint, Non-existent Attribute, Rule 6.1) )
semCorrelate(CQ,semPro(WRITERF ,WRITER),semPro(OFFICIALF ,OFFICIAL))
= semCorrelate(fauthor,designeeg,
semCompare(CQ,semPro(WRITERF ,WRITER)),
semCompare(CQ,semPro(OFFICIALF ,OFFICIAL)))
= semCorrelate(fauthor,designeeg,
comConstrain(<(author,X)>,semPro(WRITERF ,WRITER)),
comConstrain(<(designee,X)>,semPro(OFFICIALF ,OFFICIAL)))
2. Information Correlation and Projection (Rule 9) )
CQ (semCorrelate(fauthor,designeeg,
comConstrain(<(author,X)>,semPro(WRITERF ,WRITER)),
comConstrain(<(designee,X)>,semPro(OFFICIALF ,OFFICIAL))))
= strCorrelate(frenWRITER(author,SS#),renOFFICIAL(designee,SS#)g,
schCor(OFFICIALF ,OFFICIAL),schCor(WRITERF ,WRITER))
= <ANSWER,fauthor,designeeg,fWRITER,OFFICIALg,fSS#g,M>
M  ANSWER=OJoin((SS#=SS#),WRITER,OFFICIAL)
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semCorrelate

<(author,X) (designee,X)>

semPro(WRITER F , WRITER)

=>

semPro(OFFICIAL F , OFFICIAL)

semCorrelate
semConstrain

semConstrain

{author,designee}

<(designee,X)>

<(author,X)>

semPro(WRITER F , WRITER)
PROJECTION

semPro(OFFICIAL F , OFFICIAL)

<(author,X) (designee,X)>
strCorrelate

{SS#}

schCor(WRITER F , WRITER)

schCor(OFFICIAL F , OFFICIAL)

=> <ANSWER, {author,designee}, {WRITER, OFFICIAL}, {SS#}, M>
M <=> ANSWER = OJoin((SS# = SS#), WRITER, OFFICIAL)

Figure 22: Inter-database correlation of information

9 Conclusions and Future Work
An essential prerequisite to achieving interoperability in a multidatabase environment is to be
able to identify semantically similar data in dierent database systems. Another key issue
attracting wide attention with attempts to build a National Information Infrastructure, is the
issue of querying a large number of autonomous databases without prior knowledge of their
information content. It is therefore important to capture the semantic content of these databases
in as explicit a manner as possible.
We have taken cues from various elds of research such as AI, knowledge representation,
cognitive psychology and linguistics to make a case for the explicit identication and representation of context in a multidatabase environment. We also discuss the inadequacy of structural
similarity and how semantics cannot be captured by purely mathematical formalisms. This lead
us to dene the concept of semantic proximity, using which we represent the degrees of semantic
similarities between the objects SK92]. The context of comparison of these objects is the fulcrum of the semantic proximity. We propose an explicit though partial representation of context
in a multidatabase environment. We have also dened the concept of schema correspondences,
using which we represent the structural similarities between object classes.
Using the framework of semantic proximity and schema correspondences, we demonstrate
the reconciliation of the dual schematic vs semantic perspective. This is done by associating the
schema correspondence(s) with the context of the semantic proximity among the object classes.
This association enables us to determine measures of semantic similarity viz. equivalence, relationship, relevance, resemblance and incompatibility and develop a semantic taxonomy. We
also enumerate the various schematic heterogeneities and the possible the semantic similarities
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between them.
Though it is known that representing structural similarities is inadequate to capture semantic
similarity between two object classes, for any meaningful operation to be performed on the
computer, the semPro descriptor between two object classes has to be mapped to a mathematical
expression which would essentially express the structural correspondence between two object
classes. We have dened the schema correspondences as a projection wrt context of the semantic
proximity between the object classes.
Besides helping to reconcile the semantic and the structural perspectives, it also enables us
to perform query processing. It enables information focusing as any changes to the context aect
the schema correspondences and help retrieve only the data relevant to the query. It enables
information correlation as one can specify constraints relating dierent object classes in the
context. The computation of the resulting schema correspondences enables the correlation of
the appropriate instances of the object classes. The association of the schema correspondences
with the context also enables us to capture associations and information which may not be
captured in the database.
The context is the key component in capturing the semantic content of the information
present in the various databases. In any attempt to represent the context of object classes in
a database, issues of language and vocabulary become important. In designing the denition
context of an object class, it is necessary to choose the contextual coordinates and their values
in a controlled manner. We are experimenting on using domain specic ontologies to construct
these contexts in a methodical manner. In cases where a domain ontology is not readily available, research is required to enable semi-automatic generation of ontologies. We are looking at
Clustering and Information Retrieval techniques for semi-automatic generation of ontologies.
A complementary problem is that of presenting the ontologies to the user in a methodical
manner to enable him to construct the query contexts for retrieving information from a federation
of databases. Tools to present these ontologies to users and information system designers must
be developed to facilitate context design and representation.
There should be an agreement on the meaning of the terms used in the ontologies for construction of the denition contexts on one hand and those used in the ontologies for the construction of the query contexts on the other. Thus, either a common ontology is required, or
the correspondence between the terms in the various ontologies needs to be established. We are
looking into re-using existing ontologies and classications to establish/maintain this agreement
in a scalable manner.
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Appendix

A.1 Relevant terminology and operations
renO(C,A) This is the rename operator which stores the association between a contextual

coordinate C from the ontology and an attribute A of an object class O if there exists one.
semConstrain(<(Ci,Vi)>,semPro(O1,O2)) This operator poses the constraint represented
by a contextual coordinate and it's value on the semPro descriptor, thus modifying it.
strConstrain(renO2 (Cj ,Aj ),Sj ,schCor(O1,O2)) The structural counterpart of semConstrain.
It actually maps the contextual coordinates to the attributes and recomputes the mappings.
semCondition(Cntxt,semPro(O1,O2)) This operator modies the semantic proximity descriptor by lifting Guh91] it into a context dierent from which it is dened in. The result
of this operator is a modied semPro descriptor between O1 and O2 .
semCombine(Ci,semPro(O1,O2),semPro(O3,Oi)) This operator is used to combine information when the denition context of an object class depends on other object classes. The
result of this operator is also a modied semPro descriptor between O1 and O2 .

strCombine(strCombine(frenO (Ci,A'i),renOi (Ci,A'i)g,schCor(O1,O2),semPro(O3,Oj ))
2

The structural counterpart of semCombine. Actually maps the contextual coordinate to
the attributes of the object classes and correlates the instances bases on this information.
comConstrain<(Ci,Vi)>,semPro(O1,O2)) This is similar to the semConstrain operation
but for one dierence. It has no aect on the semPro descriptor when Ci is not present in
the context in which semPro(O1,O2 ) is dened and is not associated with any attribute of
the object class.
semCompare(Cntxt,semPro(O1,O2)) This is similar to semCondition except for the fact
that the contextual coordinates which are not present in the context in which semPro(O1 ,O2)
are dened or are not associated with any attribute of the object class will have no eect
on the semPro descriptor.
semCorrelate(Cntxt,semPro(O1,O2),semPro(O3,O4)) Correlates information corresponding to dierent object classes related through some constraint in the correlation context.
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strCorrelate(frenO (C1,A1),renO (C2,A2)g,schCor(O1,O2),schCor(O3,O4)) The struc1

2

tural counterpart of semCorrelate. Actually maps the contextual coordinates to the attributes and correlates the instances of the classes based on that information.

A.2 Object Algebraic Operations

In this section we list a limited set of operations to manipulate object classes in a database and
specify their semantics. These operations are a modication of those identied in SZ90]. Object
classes are considered as collections of objects which are homogeneous and have the same type
as the abstract data type associated with the class. The properties exported by the interface of
the abstract data type are the attributes of the object class. We are primarily concerned with
operations that retrieve data, though there are some operations which create a new object.

OSelect(p,O) This is the select operation which satises a set of database objects satisfying a
selection predicate, p.

OSelect(p,O) = foj o2O ^ p(o)g
makeObjectClass(C,S) Given a contextual coordinate C and a set S (which maybe either a
set of values from the ontology, object class of type domain) denes a new object class
with instances having attribute C and a value from the set S as it's value.
makeObjectClass(C,S) = foj o.C=s ^ s2Sg
OProduct(O1 ,O2) Given two object classes O1 and O2, a new object class is created which
has the attributes of both O1 and O2 and for every tuple of values in O1 has all the tuples
of values in O2 associated with it.
OProduct(O1,O2 ) = foj o.Ai=o1 .Ai ^ Ai 2attr(O1) ^ o1 2 O1 ^
o.Aj =o2 .Aj ^ Aj 2attr(O2) ^ o2 2O2 g
OJoin(p,O1 ,O2) This can be thought of as a special case of the operator OProduct, except
that the instances should satisfy the predicate p, specied.
OJoin(p,O1 ,O2) = foj o2OProduct(O1 ,O2 ) ^ p(o)g
OUnion(O1 ,O2) This is the standard set union operation modied for object classes.
OUnion(O1 ,O2) = foj o2O1 _ o2O2 g
OIntersect(O1,O2) This is the standard set intersection operation modied for object classes.
OIntersect(O1 ,O2 ) = foj o2O1 ^ o2O2 g
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A.3 Algebra for the Projection Operation

semPro(O1,O2 ) = <Cntxt,M,(dom(O1),dom(O2)), >
Cntxt (semPro(O1,O2 )) = schCor(O1,O2 ) = <O1 ,attr(O1),O2,attr(O2),M>

Rule 1: Empty Context Projection, i.e. Cntxt = <>
/* When semPro is defined with an empty context, the object is returned unchanged */

schCor(O1,O2 ) = <O1 ,,O2,,M>
M  O1 =O2

Rule 2: Simple Sets Projection, i.e. Cntxt = <(C1,S1)...(Ck,Sk )>
/* When the values of the contextual coordinates are sets of symbols from the */
/* Ontology and each contextual coordinate is associated with an attribute
*/

schCor(O1,O2 ) = <O1 ,fCijCi 2Cntxtg,O2,frenO2 (Ci,Ai )jCi 2Cntxtg,M>
M  O1 =OSelect(p,O2 ), where p  A1 2S1 ^...^ Ak 2Sk

Rule 3: Constraint Application, when Cntxt = glb(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt1)
/* Each of the contextual coordinates defines a constraint which is applied
/* applied till an empty context is obtained
*/

*/

semPro(O1,O2 ) = semConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>, semPro(O3,O2 ))
where semPro(O3,O2) = <Cntxt1,M,(dom(O3),dom(O2)), >
Constraint Application Projection
/* defines the appropriate mapping of the constraint in terms of the database */
/* objects in a recursive manner
*/

Cntxt (semConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>, semPro(O3,O2 ))
= strConstrain(renO2 (Cj ,Aj ),Sj ,Cntxt1 (semPro(O3,O2)))
where Cntxt1 (semPro(O3,O2)) is given by:
schCor(O3,O2 )
= <O3 ,fCijCi 2Cntxt1g,O2 ,frenO2 (Ci ,Ai )jCi 2Cntxt1g,M3 >
M3  O3 =OSelect(p,O2 )
Thus, Cntxt (semPro(O1,O2)) = strConstrain(renO2 (Cj ,Aj ),Sj ,schCor(O3,O2 ))

Rule 3.1: New Constraint, Existent Attribute, i.e. Cj 2= Cntxt1, renO (Cj ,Aj ) exists.
2

/* additional coordinate is not present in the context and there exists an
/* association between the contextual coordinate and an attribute of object

strConstrain(renO2 (Cj ,Aj ),Sj ,schCor(O3,O2 ))
= <O1 ,fCj gfCi jCi 2Cntxt1 g,O2,frenO2 (Cj ,Aj )gfrenO2 (Ci ,Ai )jCi 2Cntxt1g,M>
M  O1 =OSelect((Aj 2Sj ),O3)=OSelect(p^(Aj 2Sj ),O2 )
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*/
*/

Rule 3.2: Modied Constraint, Existent Attribute, i.e. Cj 2Cntxt1, renO (Cj ,Aj ) exists
2

/* additional coordinate is present in the context which results in the
/* modification of the constraint after which it becomes similar to Rule 3.1

*/
*/

/* domain augmentation of the object class takes place as the contextual
/* coordinate is not associated with any attribute of the object class

*/
*/

Cntxt1=glb(<(Cj ,S'j )>,Cntxt2)
) glb(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt1)=glb(<(Cj ,Sj \S'j )>,Cntxt2) where Cj 2
= Cntxt2
) Rule 3.1 can now be applied
Rule 3.3: New Constraint, Non-existent attribute, i.e. Cj 2= Cntxt1, renO2 (Cj ,Aj ) does
not exist

strConstrain(renO2 (Cj ,Cj ),Sj ,schCor(O3,O2))
= <O1 ,fCj gfCi jCi 2Cntxt1 g,O2,frenO2 (Cj ,Cj )gfrenO2 (Ci ,Ai)jCi 2Cntxt1g,M>
M  O1 =OProduct(makeObjectClass(Cj ,Sj ),O3)
=OProduct(makeObjectClass(Cj ,Sj ),OSelect(p,O2 ))
Rule 3.4: Modied Constraint, Non-existent Attribute, i.e. Cj 2Cntxt1, renO2 (Cj ,Aj )
does not exist
/* additional contextual coordinate is present in the context which leads to
/* constraint modification after which it becomes similar to Rule 3.3

Cntxt1=glb(<(Cj ,S'j )>,Cntxt2)
) glb(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt1)=glb(<(Cj ,Sj \S'j )>,Cntxt2) where Cj 2
= Cntxt2
) Rule 3.3 can now be applied

*/
*/

Rule 4: Context Lifting and Projection, i.e. semCondition(Cntxt1,semPro(O1,O2))
/* when the semPro descriptor is modified by evaluating it in a context which */
/* is different from the context in which it is defined
*/

Cntxt1 (semCondition(Cntxt1,semPro(O1,O2 ))) = glb(Cntxt1 Cntxt)(semPro(O1,O2 ))

Rule 4.1: Empty Context Lifting and Projection, i.e. Cntxt1 = <>
/* when a semPro descriptor is lifted to an empty context there is no change
/* in the semPro and the associated schCor descriptors
*/

*/

semCondition(Cntxt1 ,semPro(O1,O2 )) = semPro(O1,O2 )
glb(Cntxt1 Cntxt) (semPro(O1,O2 )) = schCor(O1,O2 )
Rule 4.2: Constraint Lifting Application, i.e. Cntxt1 = glb(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt2)
/* each contextual coordinate represents a constraint which is recursively
/* used to modify the semPro descriptor till the context becomes empty

semCondition(Cntxt1 ,semPro(O1,O2 ))
= semConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semCondition(Cntxt2 ,semPro(O1,O2 )))
Constraint Lifting Application Projection
Cntxt1 (semConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semCondition(Cntxt2,semPro(O1,O2 ))))
= strConstrain(renO2 (Cj ,Aj ),Sj ,Cntxt2 (semCondition(Cntxt2 ,semPro(O1,O2))))
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*/
*/

Rule 4.3: Context Lifting and semPro Combination, i.e.

semCondition(Cntxt1,semCombine(Ci ,semPro(O3,O2),semPro(O4,Oj )))
/* When a semPro which is a combination is lifted to a different context,
/* each of it's component semPro descriptors are also lifted to that context
/* The combination of semPro descriptors is defined in Rule 5
*/

*/
*/

= semCombine(Ci ,semCondition(Cntxt1,semPro(O3,O2)),
semCondition(Cntxt1,semPro(O4,Oj )))
Context Lifting and semPro Combination Projection
Cntxt1 (semCombine(Ci ,semCondition(Cntxt1,semPro(O3,O2 )),
semCondition(Cntxt1 ,semPro(O4,Oj ))))
= strCombine(frenO2 (Ci ,A'i),renOj (Ci,A'i )g,Cntxt1 (semCondition(Cntxt1 ,semPro(O3,O2))),
Cntxt1 (semCondition(Cntxt1,semPro(O4,Oj ))))

Rule 5: semPro Combination, i.e. Cntxt = glb(<(Cj ,Oj Cass(Oj ,O2))>,Cntxt1)
/* when the value of a contextual coordinate is an object class associated
/* an association context. This results in a combination of two semPros

*/
*/

semPro(O1,O2 ) = semConstrain(<(Cj ,Oj Cass (Oj ,O2))>,semPro(O3,O2))
= semCombine(Cj ,semPro(O3,O2),semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj )))
semPro Combination Projection
Cntxt (semCombine(Cj ,semPro(O3,O2 ),semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj ))))
= strCombine(frenOj (Cj ,Aj ),renO2 (Cj ,A'j )g,Cntxt1 (semPro(O3,O2 )),
Cass(Oj O2) (semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj ))))
where Cntxt1 (semPro(O3,O2)) may be given as:
schCor(O3,O2 ))
= <O3 ,fCijCi 2Cntxt1g,O2 ,frenO2 (Ci ,Ai )jCi 2Cntxt1g,M3 >
M3  O3 =OSelect(p,O2 )
Constraint Lifting Application Projection Rule )
Cass(Oj O2 )(semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj )))
= schCor(O4,Oj ))
= <O4 ,fCijCi 2Cass (Oj ,O2 )_Ci 2Cdef (Oj )g,Oj ,
frenOj (Ci ,Ai )jCi 2Cass (Oj ,O2)_Ci 2Cdef (Oj )g,M4 >
M4  O4 =OSelect(p',Oj )
Thus we have:
Cntxt (semCombine(Cj ,semPro(O3,O2 ),semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj ))))
= strCombine(frenOj (Cj ,Aj ),renO2 (Cj ,A'j )g,schCor(O3,O2 ),schCor(O4,Oj ))
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Rule 5.1: New Constraint and Existent Attributes, i.e. Cj 2=Cntxt1, renOj (Cj ,Aj ) and
renO2 (Cj ,A'j ) exist

/* additional coordinate is mapped into attributes for both the objects
/* and is not present in the original context
*/

*/

strCombine(frenOj (Cj ,Aj ),renO2 (Cj ,A'j )g,schCor(O3,O2 ),schCor(O4,Oj ))
= <O1 ,fCj gfCi jCi 2Cntxt1 g,fO2,Oj g
frenOj (Cj ,Aj ),renO2 (Cj ,A'j )gfrenO2 (Ci ,Ai )jCi 2Cntxt1 g,M>
M  O1 =OJoin(g(Aj ,A'j ),O3 ,O4)
=OJoin(g(Aj ,A'j ),OSelect(p,O2 ),OSelect(p',Oj ))
Rule 5.2: Modied Constraint and Existent Attributes, i.e. Cj 2Cntxt1, renOj (Cj ,Aj )
and renO2 (Cj ,A'j ) exist
/* additional coordinate is already present in the context leads to
/* constraint modification after which Rule 5.1 can be applied

*/
*/

Cntxt1=glb(<(Cj ,Vj )>,Cntxt2)
) glb(<(Cj ,Oj Cass (Oj ,O2))>,Cntxt1)=glb(<(Cj ,glb(Vj ,Oj Cass (Oj ,O2)))>,Cntxt2)
where Cj 2= Cntxt2
) Rule 5.1 can be applied
Rule 5.3 Contextual Coordinate Composition, i.e. Cj = compose(Cj1,Cj2)
/* when a contextual coordinate is the composition of two or more contextual
/* coordinates. Each may or may not be mapped into attributes
*/

The composition of attributes is as follows:
renO (Cj ,X) = renO (compose(Cj1,Cj2),compose(X1,X2))
= compose(renO (Cj1,X1 ),renO (Cj2 ,X2))
Let renO2 (Cj ,A'j ) = compose(renO2 (Cj1,A'j1),renO2 (Cj2,A'j2))
Let renOj (Cj ,Aj ) = compose(renOj (Cj1,Aj1 ),renOj (Cj2,Aj2 ))
Contextual Coordinate Composition Projection
strCombine(frenOj (Cj ,Aj ),renO2 (Cj ,A'j )g,schCor(O3,O2),schCor(O4,Oj ))
= <O1 ,fCj gfCi jCi 2Cntxt1g,fO2,Oj g
frenOj (Cj ,Aj ),renO2 (Cj ,A'j )gfrenO2 (Ci,Ai )jCi 2Cntxt1g,M>
M  O1 =OJoin(g(<Aj1 ,Aj2 >,<A'j1 ,A'j2 >),O3,O4 )
=OJoin(g(<Aj1 ,Aj2 >,<A'j1 ,A'j2 >),OSelect(p,O2 ),OSelect(p',Oj ))
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*/

A.4 An Algebra for focusing and correlation

In this section we given algebra to express the changes in the schema correspondences when the
contexts they are associated with change. The changes in contexts are represented by operations
used to manipulate contexts.

Rule 6: Focusing Constraints, i.e. Cntxt = compare(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt1)
/* similar to the constraint application operation defined in section A.3 but */
/* for a few differences enumerated in the following rules
*/

comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2))
where semPro(O1,O2) = <Cntxt1,M,(dom(O1),dom(O2)), >
Focusing Constraints Projection
Cntxt (comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2 ))
= strConstrain(renO2 (Cj ,Aj ),Sj ,Cntxt1 (semPro(O1,O2 )))
where Cntxt1 (semPro(O1,O2)) may be given by:
schCor(O1,O2 )
= <O1 ,fCijCi 2Cntxt1g,O2 ,frenO2 (Ci ,Ai )jCi 2Cntxt1g,M3 >
M3  O1 =OSelect(p,O2 )

Rule 6.1: New Constraint, Non-existent Attribute, i.e. Cj 2= Cntxt1,renO (Cj ,Aj ) does
2

not exist

/* If the additional coordinate is not associated with any attribute of the
/* object class, it is ignored and there is no change in semPro and schCor

*/
*/

/* additional coordinate is present in the context leads to the modification
/* of the constraint and since there is an attribute associated with the
/* contextual coordinate Rule 3.1 can be applied
*/

*/
*/

/* additional coordinate is present in the context leads to modification of
/* constraint
*/

*/

comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O3,O2)) = semPro(O3,O2 )
Cntxt (comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2))) = schCor(O2,O2 )
Rule 6.2: Modied Constraint, Existent Attribute, i.e. Cj 2Cntxt1, renO2 (Cj ,Aj ) exists

Cntxt1=glb(<(Cj ,S'j )>,Cntxt2)
) compare(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt1)=glb(<(Cj ,Sj \S'j )>,Cntxt2) where Cj 2
=Cntxt2
Constrain Application Rule, Existent Attribute case )
comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2)) = semConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2 ))
Rule 6.3: Modied Constraint, Non-existent Attribute, i.e. Cj 2Cntxt1, renO2 (Cj ,Aj )
does not exist
Cntxt1=glb(<(Cj ,S'j )>,Cntxt2)
) compare(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt1)=glb(<(Cj ,Sj \S'j )>,Cntxt2) where Cj 2
=Cntxt2
Constraint Application Rule, New Constraint, Non-existent Attribute case)
comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2)) = semConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2 ))
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Rule 6.4: New Constraint, Existent attribute, i.e. Cj 2=Cntxt1,renO (Cj ,Aj ) exists
2

/* This a new constraint and there is an attribute associated with the
/* contextual coordinate which makes it exactly similar to Rule 3.1

*/
*/

Constraint Application Rule, New Constraint, Existent Attribute )
comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2)) = semConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semPro(O1,O2 ))

Rule 7: Specialized Context Lifting and Projection, i.e. semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O1,O2))
/* similar to the context lifting operation defined in A.3 but with a few
/* differences shown below
*/

*/

Cntxt1 (semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O1,O2 ))) = compare(Cntxt1 Cntxt) (semPro(O1,O2 ))

Rule 7.1: Empty Specialized Context Lifting and Projection, i.e. Cntxt1 = <>
/* the empty context case in which the semPro and schCor remain unchanged */

semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O1,O2 )) = semPro(O1,O2 )
compare(Cntxt1 Cntxt) (semPro(O1,O2)) = schCor(O1,O2 )
Rule 7.2: Specialized Constraint Lifting Application and Projection, i.e. Cntxt1 = glb(<(Cj ,Sj )>,Cntxt2)
/* each contextual coordinate represents a constraint which is recursively
/* used to change semPro till the context becomes empty, the comConstrain
/* operation is used instead of the semConstrain operation
*/

*/
*/

semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O1,O2 ))
= comConstrain(<(Cj ,Sj )>,semCompare(Cntxt2,semPro(O1,O2)))
Rule 7.3: Specialized Context Lifting and semPro Combination, i.e. Ci 2= Cntxt1
and semCompare(Cntxt1,semCombine(Ci ,semPro(O3,O2),semPro(O4,Oj )))
/* when a semPro which is a combination is lifted to a different context and
/* the additional coordinate is not present in the lifting context, the
/* component semPro descriptors are also lifted to that context.
*/

= semCombine(Ci ,semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O3,O2 )),
semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O4,Oj )))
Specialized Context Lifting and semPro Combination Projection
Cntxt1 (semCombine(Ci ,semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O3,O2)),
semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O4,Oj ))))
= strCombine(frenO2 (Ci ,A'i),renOj (Ci,A'i )g,Cntxt1 (semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O3,O2 ))),
Cntxt1 (semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O4,Oj ))))
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*/
*/

Rule 7.4: Constraint Context and Specialized Context Lifting, i.e.
Cntxt1 = glb(<(Ci ,XCconstr (X,ANSWER)>,Cntxt2)

/* Corresponds to the case where the value of a contextual coordinate consist */
/* of a variable associated with a constraint context
*/

semCompare(Cntxt1,semCombine(Ci ,semPro(O3,O2),semPro(O4,Oj )))
= comConstrain(<(Ci,XCconstr (X,ANSWER)>,
(semCombine(Ci,semCompare(Cntxt2,semPro(O3,O2 )),
semCompare(Cntxt2,semPro(O4,Oj )))
Rule 7.5: Specialized and Ordinary Context Lifting

/* models the interaction between the two types of context lifting operations */

semCompare(Cntxt1,semCondition(Cntxt2,semPro(O1,O2 )))
= semCompare(glb(Cntxt1,Cntxt2),semPro(O1,O2 ))
) Rule 7.2 can be applied

Rule 8: Constraint Incorporation
/* Arises when the value of the additional contextual coordinate is variable */
/* associated with a constraint context is used to modify a semPro which is a */
/* combination of semPros
*/

comConstrain(<(Cj ,XCconstr (X,ANSWER))>,semPro(O1,O2 )) where semPro(O1,O2 )
= semCombine(Cj ,semPro(O3,O2),semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj )))
The resulting modication of the semPro is:
comConstrain(<(Cj ,XCconstr (X,ANSWER))>,semPro(O1,O2))
= semCombine(Cj ,semCompare(Cconstr (X,ANSWER),semPro(O3,O2 )),
semCompare(Cconstr (X,ANSWER),semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj )))
Assumption: There is no overlap between the context in which semPro(O3,O2 ) is dened and
Cconstr (X,ANSWER)
= semCombine(Cj ,semPro(O3,O2 ),
semCompare(Cconstr (Oj ,ANSWER),semCondition(Cass (Oj ,O2 ),semPro(OjF ,Oj )))

Rule 9: Information Correlation, i.e. Cntxt = glb(Cntxt1,Cntxt2)
Cnxt1 = <(C1,XCconstr1 (X,ANSWER))>
Cnxt2 = <(C2,XCconstr2 (X,ANSWER))>
renO1 (C1,A1 ), renO2 (C1,C1)
renO1 (C2,C2), renO2 (C2 ,A2)

/* models the correlation of information as a result of satisfying the
/* constraints on variables in a context (equality constraint in this case)

semCorrelate(Cntxt,semPro(O1F ,O1),semPro(O2F ,O2 ))
= semCorrelate(fC1,C2g,semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O1F ,O1)),
semCompare(Cntxt2,semPro(O2F ,O2 )))
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*/
*/

Information Correlation Projection

Cntxt (semCorrelate(Cntxt,semPro(O1F ,O1 ),semPro(O2F ,O2 )))
= strCorrelate(frenO1 (C1,A1 ),renO2 (C2 ,A2)g,Cntxt1 (semCompare(Cntxt1,semPro(O1F ,O1))),
Cntxt2 (semCompare(Cntxt2,semPro(O2F ,O2 ))))
= <ANSWER,fC1 ,C2g,fO1,O2 g,frenO1 (C1,A1),renO2 (C2,A2 )g,M>
M  ANSWER=OJoin(g(A1 ,A2 ),OSelect(p',O1 ),OSelect(p",O2 ))

A.5 Taxonomies of schematic conicts

In this section we enumerate the various types of schematic/representational conicts identied
by us in the taxonomy proposed in this paper. We take a representative sample of the multidatabase literature in this area and show the relationship of their work with ours by means of
a table. We believe this paper provides a more complete enumeration of the various types of
conicts and their denitions.
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Schematic Conicts
Domain Incompatibilities

Naming Conicts
Data Representation Conicts
Data Scaling Conicts
Data Precision Conicts
Default Value Conicts
Attribute Integrity Constraint Conicts

DH84] CRE87] SPD92] SK92] KCGS93] HM93]



Data Value Incompatibilities






Generalization Conicts
Aggregation Conicts




Schematic Discrepancies

Data Value Attribute Conict
Attribute Entity Conict
Data Value Entity Conict

Legend :






















































Known Inconsistency
Temporary Inconsistency
Acceptable Inconsistency

Abstraction Level Incompatibilities





Entity De nition Incompatibilities
Database Identier Conicts
Naming Conicts
Union Compatibility Conicts
Schema Isomorphism Conicts
Missing Data Item Conicts








Table 2: Comparison of the Types of Conicts

We use the symbol to denote that the reference has an informal discussion of the
schematic conict.
We use the symbol  to denote that the schematic conict has been dened formally.

Note : In SK92] we have identied and dened the above schematic conicts. We have, using
the concept of semantic proximity identied the possible semantic similarities between two
objects having structural conicts. However, in this paper, we represent the structural similarity
between objects having schematic conicts and some semantic similarity using the concept of
schema correspondences. The schema correspondence(s) are then associated with and as
component(s) of the semantic proximity.
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